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Discussion Paper – Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016 

Reform Options 

Public Notifications and Appeals 

1. What type of applications are currently not notified that you think should be notified? 

West Torrens is somewhat supportive of the intention behind the statement made by the State Planning 

Commission (SPC) following the Phase Three engagement on the Code:  

"development which is envisaged in the zone should not be subject to notification; except where 

either acceptable standards of built form or intensity are exceeded, and/or the development is 

likely to result in substantial impacts on the amenity of adjacent dwellings located on land in 

another zone." 

Under the rescinded Development Regulations and Council's Development Plan there were some public 

notification triggers that were beneficial to the development process and more closely aligned with the 

sentiment that development likely to result in substantial impacts on the amenity of adjacent dwellings 

be notified. These notification triggers included:  

 Development Regulations:  
Schedule 9—Public notice categories, Part 1: 
2 Except where the development is classified as non-complying under the relevant Development 
Plan, any development which comprises—  

a) the construction of any of the following (or of any combination of any of the following):  
I. 1 or more detached dwellings;  

II. 1 or more single storey dwellings;  
III. 1 or more sets of semi-detached dwellings, provided that no such dwelling is 

more than 2 storeys high;  
IV. 3 or more row dwellings or 1 or more additional row dwellings, provided that no 

such dwelling is more than 2 storeys high; or  
b) the alteration of, or addition to, a building so as to preserve the building as, or to 

convert it to, a building of a kind referred to in paragraph (a); or  
c) a change in the use of land to residential use that is consequential on the construction 

of, or conversion of a building to, a building of a kind referred to in paragraph (a), or on 
the resumption of use of such a building; or  

d) the construction of (or of any combination of) a carport, garage, shed, pergola, 
verandah, fence, swimming pool, spa pool or outbuilding if it will be ancillary to a 
dwelling; or 
da) the construction, installation or alteration of a private bushfire shelter; or  

e) the construction of a farm building on land used for farming, or the alteration of, or 
addition to, a building on land used for farming that preserves the building as, or 
converts it to, a farm building; or  

f) the division of land which creates not more than 4 additional allotments; 
g) a kind of development which, in the opinion of the relevant authority, is of a minor 

nature only and will not unreasonably impact on the owners or occupiers of land in the 
locality of the site of the development. 
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The parts underlined from Schedule 9 identified times when development would trigger 
notification, the parts underlined would generally pick up infill development, where West 
Torrens receives a considerable number of development applications for 1 into 4+ allotments. A 
benefit of this was that it aligned with what we have heard the community want to be notified 
about and provided opportunity for neighbours to identify items that are pushing the boundary 
of policy, that would benefit from amendment to improve performance e.g. height island, 
overlooking. It provided an opportunity for neighbours to understand what was possibly going 
to be developed near to them prior to the construction. 
 

 Development Plan- Urban Corridor Zones:  
Any development listed as Category 1 and located on adjacent land to a Residential Zone or 

Historic Conservation Area that:  

(a) is 3 or more storeys, or 11.5 metres or more, in height  

(b) exceeds the ‘Building Envelope - Interface Height Provisions’. 

The Code identifies that the height is now 4 or more building levels and is adjacent land to a 

neighbourhood-type zone AND adjoins an allotment containing an existing low-rise (up to 2 building 

levels) building used for residential purposes, rather than when just adjacent the 

Residential/Neighbourhood type zone as seen in the Development Plan.  

As a result fewer applications are notifiable due to tweaking of the height and development type in 

adjacent zone parameters. This does not reflect community expectation around public notification and it 

is argued by West Torrens that irrespective of the zone, impacts on existing residential development 

should be considered. The original intent of the new planning system was that stronger consultation 

would be undertaken upfront on Code policies and therefore less notification would be required at the 

development assessment stage. 

It is nonsensical that all properties within 60 metres of the development site and those people who see 

the onsite sign could have a say about a small scale structure such as a carport on boundary for a length 

longer than that prescribed in the Code yet a neighbour separated by one non-residential property (who 

is on a zone boundary) would not be notified of a 4 storey or more residential flat building (as shown in 

the above example).  

To go one step further, West Torrens would seek that any residential flat building over 4 storeys (e.g. 5 

or more storeys) should be notified irrespective of its proximity to a zone boundary.  

The ability to notify residents is to empower residents. It provides: 

 Insight and understanding of what is happening around them,  

 Clarity on what their zone is about,  

 Opportunity to identify what they may want to do with their land, and  

 Opportunity during notification to identify areas of concern in a development application, 
which often leads to a development that is more responsive to its locality.  
 

There is merit in reconsidering a two tiered system for public notification. The 'who' gets notified needs 

to be considered rather than a blanket 'adjacent land'. In some instances it may be appropriate to notify 

more or less properties to reflect the level of impact the proposed development may have.  There 
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appears to be instances on smaller allotments with more minor development types that there is an over 

notification, while on larger allotments with development that is likely to have impacts felt more broadly 

than the 60 metres is not adequate. In addition, Members of Council's Assessment Panel (CAP) have 

noted the overall quantum of matters being considered by CAP has been consistently lower than 

previous years, which is indicative of the reduction in opportunities for members of the public to 

provide comment on applications in their neighbourhood (and more matters being assessed by staff). 

Members of CAP have also identified that there continues to be evidence of a need for additional public 

information and community engagement about the Planning and Design Code.  Comments received 

through representations on applications demonstrate that more needs to be done by both State and 

Local Government to help the community better understand the purpose and operations of the complex 

planning system.  

 There are also some clarity/wording amendments in relation to "wall height" which would be beneficial. 

Wall height is used to advise whether notification is required or not as per Table 5 of the Code. An 

example (extract from Code below with highlighted part identifying the relevant text) where this is not 

appropriate is the installation of a stump footing system. The actual impact on the neighbour is a wall of 

significant height, however notification is not triggered as the "top of footing" is at the top of the stump. 
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Images above show the length of dwelling addition on the wall and the south elevation shows the top of 

footing is 900mm above ground level, with a wall height of 2620mm however the total height from 

ground level is 3520mm.  

West Torrens would support an investigation and consultation with community to ensure that the types 

of applications to be notified more closely aligned with community expectations. There has also been 

commentary that is there no point in notifying developments if representors cannot appeal an outcome. 

2. What type of applications are currently notified that you think should not be notified? 

Applications that are currently notified that shouldn't be notified are: 

 Sites in one zone, located on an arterial road that propose a change in land use, where the 
adjoining properties to the rear are located in another zone (If the proposed land use is an 
envisaged land use and any new built form falls within accepted parameters, then no 
notification should be required). For example, a change from a shop to an office.  

 All performance assessed applications where the requirements listed in the DPF's are met and 
the land use is envisaged.  

 For consistency purposes it is seen that a land division in an Urban Corridor Zone is notifiable, 
whilst most zones have a clause that exempts land division from notification.  

The ability for a relevant authority to deem something minor for the purpose of public notification is 

ideal. This allows for the relevant authority to review the application on its merits and determine the 

impact and where there would be no impact, provide the appropriate justification. Further on this point, 

if possible, a review through the Portal of items which are commonly deemed minor by Council staff 

would provide clarity as to what clarification/amendments may be helpful in identifying possible 

development types that could be removed from notification pending a review of the justification for not 

undertaking public notification.  

 

3. What, if any, difficulties have you experienced as a consequence of the notification requirements in the 

Code? Please advise the Panel of your experience and provide evidence to demonstrate how you were 

adversely affected. 

Difficulties being experienced as a consequence of the notification requirements include:  

 Applicants not understanding the public notification process, particularly around electing to put 
the onsite notification sign up themselves. Practice Direction 3- Notification of Performance 
Assessed Development Applications is not clear on the consequences for doing this incorrectly.  

 Table 5 is not written in clear and concise language. This makes it difficult to interpret and to 
know whether notification is required. 

 The code does not list a lot of common land use forms such as educational, child care, etc. This 
makes it difficult for the layperson or applicant to know which pathway applies to their 
application. 

 Residents are concerned that they aren’t being notified, this may be a result of community 
expectation around what they believe should be notified and how easy/difficult Table 5 can be 
to read.  

 The 15 days of public notification doesn’t consider the timeframe for posting the letter which 
take up some of the assessment timeframe.   

 Further clarification is required around the minor clause. Is the intention of the policy that it is a 
two part question? i.e.  
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1. The development as a whole (not only the notifiable element) must be minor in 
nature, and  

2. Will not unreasonably impact upon the owners or occupiers of land in the locality of 
the site.  

 
An example of this is a Parapet wall which is 3.4m high on the boundary line for a length of 
200mm. The impact of this section of the development is arguably minor, however the current 
legal advice/interpretation of the minor clause is that the whole development must be minor. 
Therefore, the dwelling is the development that must be considered minor in nature, not just 
the parapet section of the proposal, even though this is the portion that is triggering the 
notification. 
 

4. What, if any, difficulties have you experienced as a consequence of the pathways for appeal in the 

Code? Please advise the Panel of your experience and provide evidence to demonstrate how you were 

adversely affected. 

The ordinary layperson can't fathom why an application that was notified cannot be appealed to the 

ERD Court. It gives the impression that only developers matter and that the system is weighted in the 

developer's favour. From experience as a relevant authority, there is an expectation within the 

community for third party appeal rights. Third party appeal rights provide a healthy level of review and 

oversight over development decisions. It is recommended the current lack of third-party appeal rights 

for performance assessed development be reviewed. 

 

5. Is an alternative planning review mechanism required? If so, what might that mechanism be (i.e. merit 

or process driven) and what principles should be considered in establishing that process (i.e. cost)? 

Currently the Court provides a conferencing process, many applications are negotiated with a favourable 

outcome for both the relevant authority and applicant through this process.  

Thinking of the conferencing process, there may be scope to look at the Assessment Manager review 

process. Currently, the Assessment Manager review process does not allow for negotiation of an 

assessment, it’s only a review of a decision. There is potential to explore the Assessment Manager 

review that Council's Assessment Panel (CAP) undertakes to negotiate plans. West Torrens does not 

have any evidence at this time, to ascertain if this would be beneficial or not. However, there may be 

times were a few minor amendments may see the CAP make an alternative decision. The two 

Assessment Manager decisions reviewed by CAP resulted in the decision being affirmed. These two 

examples were not negotiable due to ANE Overlay provisions and the other being for a carport forward 

of the dwelling.    

Another factor worth considering in any review process are the fees: 

 Assessment manager review to CAP is $531,  

 the ERDC appeal fees are $263 to lodge (applicant can self-represent or engage a 
consultant/legal at their own discretion) 

 

When considering some of the options put forward by the discussion paper, it is clear that any 

alternative processes needs to be:  
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 easily and clearly understood, 

 equitable for all, and 

 impartial - this seems to be a key a feature of the ERDC.  
 

General Comments 
The discussion paper identifies instances where planning and building consent has been issued for a 

development application, but councils are refusing to accept the planning consent issued by the private 

accredited professional. The paper assumes the council as the problem and does not examine the 

reasons why the approval is not being issued by the council. The Act requires a council to check that the 

appropriate consents have been sought and obtained for a development application. This is an 

important mechanism that safeguards applicants / owners from commencing development with 

inconsistent consents. The absence of this important check is likely to result in non-compliances being 

identified during construction, leading to more significant and costly delays. 

In many instances where development approval has not been issued, it is evident that some private 

accredited professionals have acted outside their powers under the Act. This issue is directly related to 

the accredited professional's incorrect assessment which missed key assessment criteria, including the 

application of Overlays such as the Historic Area Overlay. There are some examples of accredited 

professionals’ interpretation being such that they have effectively undertaken a performance assessed 

development, including on notifiable development. 

This issue is exacerbated with the ambiguity that is created by s106(2) of the Act in relation to minor 

variations.  The Deemed to Satisfy (Minor variations) is subject to varying interpretations and has 

created uncertainty and delayed approvals, as identified by the Panel’s discussion paper. This varying 

interpretation has resulted in poor outcomes for applicants. The difficultly with the interpretation was 

highlighted when a cross sector working group established by PLUS was unable to define what 

constitutes minor variations.  

 This legislative ambiguity is contributing to a tension between the practice of some private accredited 

professionals and council practitioners. There needs to be greater guidance/training for relevant 

authorities on respective roles and what constitutes a minor variation for Deemed to Satisfy 

developments to address the current inconsistent approach. This could be informed with clear 

parameters such as a minor variation may only be granted:  

 by a council, or 

 by private certifiers where there element does not have an impact beyond the site. For example 
excludes site area, frontage, setbacks, building heights, length on boundary and the like; and 
there is accountability / transparency with clearly documented justification for any minor 
variations.  

 

Accredited Professionals 

6. Is there an expectation that only planning certifiers assess applications for planning consent and only 

building certifiers assess applications for building consent? 

Yes. There are a number of points raised on this matter, and they are as follows:  
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 Introducing the opportunity for building certifiers and surveyors to consider planning consents 
runs the risk of outcomes where planning policy can be misinterpreted and applied incorrectly.  

 How has the accredited scheme addressed mutual recognition across the States? South 
Australia is the only place where Building Officers can issue Planning and Building Consent. 
There needs to be some review of the appropriateness of Building Certifiers issuing Planning 
Consent when they are from interstate (and possibly working from interstate with limited 
experience to the South Australian system). 

 Audit statistic should be provided, currently there are no stats on the number of complaints 
made or the outcomes. Industry learning from complaints should be made public to ensure: 

o there is continuous improvement amongst the profession,  
o that identification of knowledge gaps is occurring and being appropriately 

addressed/managed.  

 Learnings should be shared across the industry, currently there is no benefit seen from lodging a 
complaint or raising concerns about a practitioner. 

Ultimately, community expectation is that only suitably qualified planning professionals issue Planning 
Consent. 
 

7. What would be the implications of only planning certifiers issuing planning consent? 

It is unclear what is meant by the term Planning Certifiers, whether this is encompassing all Planning 
Professionals or a subgroup of Planners. A benefit of Planning Professionals undertaking planning 
assessments only rather than enabling other professions to undertake planning assessment is greater 
consistency in policy application.  
 
However, it is flagged that there is considerable inconsistency across the profession as to how minor 
variations are being considered. The easiest way to reduce inconsistency in policy application, would be 
to prohibit private accredited professionals accepting and making decisions on applications that do not 
fulfil the Deemed-to-Satisfy (DTS) criteria. Development applications that do not fulfil the DTS criteria 
should always default to performance assessed pathway.  

 

8. Would there be any adverse effects to Building Accredited Professionals if they were no longer 

permitted to assess applications for planning consent? 

The PDI Regulations allows for Level 1 Building Accredited Professionals (AP-BL1) to assess certain 

deemed-to-satisfied developments and issue Planning Consent however, for Council Building Accredited 

Professionals, they cannot act as a relevant authority so the assessment or issuing of planning consent 

doesn’t affect Council Building Accredited staff. 

The discussion papers also indicated that audit and investigations from the Department have shown 

numerous errors identified by AP-BL1. 

Impact Assessed Development 

9. What are the implications of the determination of an Impact Assessed (Declared) Development being 

subject to a whole-of-Government process? 

West Torrens is supportive of ensuring that the State's Planning System is transparent and that decision 

making follows appropriate integrity and accountability measures. Whilst there may be more time 

involved up front in a whole-of-Government process in the determination of an Impact Assessed 

Development, reinstating this previous practice can be seen to provide appropriate awareness to all 
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Ministers of the development application and provide for a whole of Government determination rather 

than being reliant on only the Minister for Planning. This will likely save time in the long run, reducing 

the risk of review of the determination and also provide greater transparency and opportunity for a 

more considered assessment.  

 

Infrastructure Schemes 

10. What do you see as barriers in establishing an infrastructure scheme under the PDI Act? 

There doesn't appear to be clarity as to who should apply for the scheme, nor any real benefit to 

developers to enter into an infrastructure scheme.  

The benefits of the scheme would occur where multiple land owners are linking to facilitate a land 

rezoning or development over multiple sites, in order to share costs for infrastructure such as access 

roads etc. The likelihood of developers working together with land under different ownership is quite 

low, with a majority of developers providing services to their own sites to Council requirements but 

somewhat unwilling to undertake work which will assist in the development of a neighbouring site. The 

competitive nature of property development is a barrier which can be difficult to overcome without 

incentive.  

 

11. What improvements would you like to see to the infrastructure scheme provisions in the PDI Act? 

More structure to circumstances where the schemes are appropriate, and should be used. It seems as 

though they are optional should Council/developers wish to pursue them, however alternative, easier 

options which remove additional red tape are available. 

 

12. Are there alternative mechanisms to the infrastructure schemes that facilitate growth and 

development with well-coordinated and efficiently delivered essential infrastructure? 

The vast majority of the infrastructure is mandatory in order to provide required facilities for future land 

owners such as roads, electricity, communications etc. This all contributes to the allotment being fit for 

purpose. In the event that it is not, Council has capacity to not support the division. 

In attempting to provide good outcomes for infrastructure which is not required to be provided in a 

particular way e.g. in the case of stormwater infrastructure, council has the ability to refuse to accept 

handover of the asset into council ownership in the event that it is sub-standard.  

Some councils currently use Deeds, Infrastructure Agreements and Land Management Agreements 

(LMA) to provide quality outcomes for current and future ratepayers. 

The current system in place within some council's is to enter into an individual infrastructure agreement 

with developers to provide infrastructure to a certain standard. For example, a reserve to be provided 

with specific assets in accordance with Council's open space/recreation area plans. This allows for the 

agreement to be specific to each individual allotment and for the developer to design appropriately. The 

infrastructure agreement is then linked to the land by a LMA. 
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This system is relatively fast, but requires collaboration between developers and Council to ensure that 

all information supplied in support of the application is appropriate and provides suitable infrastructure 

as required. Once this is finalised, the process of drafting up an infrastructure agreement and LMA can 

be completed and executed quickly. This system provides quality infrastructure outcomes which are 

relevant to individual developments.  

An example of how this is undertaken at other councils has been that prior to large scale rezoning for 

residential purposes, a deed of agreement was required to be signed by land owners, linking the land to 

provision of funds to support development throughout the growth areas. This deed required financial 

contributions from land owners at certain trigger points (when subdivision occurs on the site, with 

money to be provided for Social, Stormwater and Transport Deeds). The deed allows for the council to 

facilitate outcomes which benefit the community as a whole, such as major road upgrades or 

social/community infrastructure. This coordinated approach seems to be providing quality outcomes for 

the council area, and has involved all of the main stakeholders in the process to ensure effective 

outcomes. Major infrastructure works are considered years in advance with this system which allows 

council to plan accordingly, and developers to know what their financial contribution to projects will be 

upfront. 

The scheme does not appear to provide a useful mechanism for large scale brownfield sites where there 

seems to be a preference for doing deeds and LMAs as outlined above.  

 

Local Heritage in the PDI Act 

13. What would be the implications of having the heritage process managed by heritage experts through 

the Heritage Places Act (rather than planners under the PDI Act)? 

West Torrens engages a heritage expert when required as part of the assessment of development 

applications that are Local Heritage Places, it is considered that this provides appropriate expert 

oversight over these assessments in a timely and on an as needed basis. . 

There is a fair history regarding heritage in the planning system throughout the implementation of the 

new planning system. In December 2014 South Australia’s Expert Panel on Planning Reform delivered 

their recommendations for a new planning system, including eight proposals designed to, in the words 

of the Panel, “place heritage on renewed foundations” 

The reform proposals sought to consolidate and improve heritage policy and management, and increase 

the planning system’s capacity to deal effectively and efficiently with Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

heritage in the context of broader planning and development objectives. 

In March 2015 the South Australian Government officially responded to the Expert Panel’s 

recommendations, supporting the proposed heritage reform in principle, and committing to further 

investigations.  

The Minister for Planning released a Local Heritage Discussion Paper for public consultation in August 

2016. The Discussion Paper identified opportunities for reform around listing of local heritage places, 

development assessment and terminology. Proposed reforms would be undertaken via the new 

Planning Development and Infrastructure Act 2016 (the PDI Act), or non-legislative mechanisms. 

Currently, there is a need to consider what is outstanding from the initial Expert Panel on Planning 
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Reform and what needs adjusting in light of the new planning system and associated legislation. 

Councils have consistently identified that they held concern that local character, heritage and design 

policy would be watered down or lost and this remains as a relevant concern with the added 

uncertainty of elevating items or areas that display heritage or character attributes, particularly in light 

of requiring a 51% consensus for the consideration of certain heritage mechanisms.  

 

14. What would be the implications of sections 67(4) and 67(5) of the PDI Act being commenced? 

Properties within historic areas do have additional development considerations, notably demolition 

controls and stronger design criteria for new development. It is understandable that some property 

owners would feel strongly about a Code Amendment which proposes to introduce historic area 

designation. However, there are other planning policy mechanisms which have a similar or greater 

effect on development potential, such as minimum allotment sizes which prevent opportunities for 

subdivision or maximum building heights. No other planning policy mechanism is subject to ‘popular 

vote’ and it is not consistent with current planning processes to do so and potentially creates 

disharmony between intent to provide planning policy to support highly valued areas by community. 

The 51% rule would also be an administrative nightmare for Councils in managing who is eligible to vote 

from the affected properties. Councils supports the deletion of these clauses from the Act in preference 

for appropriate engagement and amendment through Code Amendment processes. 

 

Deemed Consents 

15. Do you feel the deemed consent provisions under the PDI Act are effective? 

The need for an efficient and responsive development assessment process is supported. However, the 

Deemed Planning Consent provision is having extremely negative impacts on workplace culture, and 

contributing to staff leaving the Local Government sector. This, combined with very short assessment 

times for what can be quite complex matters, results in a greater likelihood of applications being 

refused, or substandard designs that don’t meet the provisions well but are just good enough being 

approved to avoid a deemed consent rather than working with applicants to achieve a design that can 

be supported and better deliver the intent of the policy.  This is considered to be inconsistent with the 

objects of the Act to promote high standards for the built environment. It is a severe penalty that does 

not adequately consider the consequences to community from development that may be 

inappropriate.  

This approach does not provide a basis for collaborative relationships with applicants that in turn deliver 

more appropriate planning outcomes.  This provision  does not take into consideration the well 

documented shortage of professionals within the sector and the challenges in establishing a sustainable 

work environment for the relevant assessing officers where they can apply their skills to the deliver 

outcome that benefit all and in line with the relevant assessment policy.  

The consequences of this provision is to extend the assessment times for simpler development 

applications, as greater attention is required on the more complex developments that have generally 

the same assessment times. Furthermore, this is leading to less capacity to provide preliminary advice to 

applicants which is a highly valuable non- statutory service to assists applicants. 
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It is noted in the jurisdictional comparison contained in the Panel’s discussion paper, only Queensland 

utilises this mechanism and NSW has adopted a deemed refusal mechanism. Other jurisdictions such as 

Victoria, Western Australia and Tasmania have taken a more balanced approach, whereby a review is 

undertaken by the respective courts on the facts and the court makes a considered and independent 

determination on the application. This is considered to be a more equitable approach that would 

safeguard the community against potential poor development outcomes. Feedback from Planning 

Professional working within Local Government includes:  

 The timeframes are unreasonable for planners to assess a development application. It is leading 
to rushed, poor decisions. Council has requested a review of the timeframes and what informed 
the timing of development applications.  

 Applicants attempt to issue deemed consents, but the majority that try, do it incorrectly, which 
further complicates an already complicated and non-user friendly system.  

 It is very risky allowing applicants to issue their own deemed consents. The system effectively 
allows applicants to issue their own consents under strict timeframes, noting that the DAP 
regularly experiences break down/down time.   

 

West Torrens' experience with deemed consent outcomes on development applications that were not 

appropriate for consent has meant there is now budget required for legal expenditure to fight the 

deemed consent rather than the decision made and the development outcome. For the benefit of all 

parties, the Act needs to be refined to be clear that the deemed consent goes straight to a merits appeal 

rather than a question of the validity of a deemed consent. West Torrens can provide examples, but not 

via public submission due to confidentiality.  

 

16. Are you supportive of any of the proposed alternative options to deemed consent provided in this 

Discussion Paper? If not, why not? If yes, which alternative (s) do you consider would be most effective? 

Of the suggestions made in relation to deemed consents, preference is given to the review of 

assessment timeframes. This review is supported, the current timeframes do not adequately 

differentiate the work that is required to properly assess more complex assessments such as larger 

commercial and industrial type applications or more complex residential developments such residential 

flat buildings. It is recommended the assessment timeframes for complex development, not involving up 

to two (2) class 1 buildings or any class 10 buildings, should be 8 weeks as the current assessment 

timeframes are not adequate and do not facilitate the promotion of high standards for the built 

environment. It is not reasonable to expect an application for 19 plus dwellings or large scale 

warehousing to be assessed in 20 days, yet this is currently the case. The Panel may wish to also 

consider the gross time for the completion of assessments to gauge the overall impact of the new 

system and whether there are broader legislative / DAP enhancements that may be necessary. 

The aim of a planning assessment is to get well thought out built form outcomes reflective of 

community aspiration, not rushed, influenced, poor outcomes. Other levers to relieve the pressure on 

the assessment process include investigating:  

 Legislating against parties being able to contact the relevant authority assessment officers 
during the development assessment process. Mitigating interruptions would allow officers to 
work without undue pressure, it would allow officers the ability to better meet timeframes and 
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further reduce deemed consents, it would eliminate the officers being influenced by applicant 
or political agendas, and has the knock on effect of potentially reducing mental health issues 
and take away the applicants ability to potentially corrupt the process. 

 Workload of planning staff and identifying recommended resourcing levels based on demand 
e.g. number and complexity of applications received. Particularly in light of limited opportunities 
to study and gain desired qualification and skills through South Australian universities.  

 Applying to the court if an application has taken beyond the legislative timeframes to reach a 
decision. 

Verification of development applications 

17. What are the primary reasons for the delay in verification of an application? 

Initially, the sheer number of applications coming in with limited resources and working through the 

internal process for verification was the primary reasons for delays in verification at West Torrens. This 

was a learning curve and internal processes have been improved.   

Unlike the previous requirement under Development Act, the Verification process under the PDI Act is 

much more resource intensive. The increased requirements are not equally placed on an applicant to 

submit a complete development application, the DAP does not prevent incomplete applications from 

being submitted. Therefore, all the expectation is placed on the relevant authority. Furthermore, the 

resource intensive process is exacerbated when an applicant provides a partial response to a request for 

information to form a complete application. To illustrate this, a significant proportion of verifications are 

also required to be reviewed on a numerous occasions where the applicant fails to submit the requested 

information. It is advised that between 60-80% of development applications have the following 

information missing at time of lodgement:  

 Scale and dimensions (including building height) not provided- often plans are not to a scale 

 Site plans - no dimensions 

 Setbacks not shown 

 Site plan - notations do not confirm what is existing and what is proposed 

 Materials and colours  

 CT and deposited plan  

 Rainwater specifications  
This is double and triple handling of the application. The consequence is that greater attention is 

required on the more complex developments and simpler developments take longer to process creating 

a backlog of applications for verification. 

Further to this, on some occasions, 5 business days for complex applications may not provide enough 

time for a detailed review of the planning documentation.  

The planning team meets verification time due to improved internal procedures and experience with the 

system and there are limited exceptions to this. 

18. Should there be consequences on a relevant authority if it fails to verify an application within the 

prescribed timeframe? 

No, often the quality of plans is average to poor which requires sending out requests for the required 

information, creating a situation where not only do we have new applications to verify but previous 

applications that failed to meet the standard. If the quality of plans was lifted to a point where rarely 
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there was a need to send out a follow up letter, then perhaps. It is seen that 60-80% of the plans 

submitted fail to provide the provisions outlined in Schedule 8. 

Other councils may not take a literal approach to schedule 8 requirements e.g. not requiring the 

information West Torrens does (even though it's in the schedule 8, they waive information we require). 

This means you can't compare councils exactly as they are not all requiring the same details in the plans. 

 

19. Is there a particular type or class of application that seems to always take longer than the prescribed 

timeframe to verify? 

The following development types have been identified:  

 Commercial developments which may involve more complex elements, plans and items for 
consideration (various referrals, notification triggers, relevant authority etc.).  

 Site contamination considerations can require a more detailed investigation to take place in 
order to determine the necessary information.   

 New Dwellings and additions (Class 1), there is more information required in the schedule 8, 
they are a more intense application requiring more scrutiny and greater attention to detail 
 

20. What would or could assist in ensuring that verification occurs within the prescribed timeframe? 

All councils uniformly accepting a higher level quality of plans. This would eliminate inconsistency 

between councils and informs applicants exactly what is required in every application for every council.  

Once that has become the norm and is consistent, we will receive better quality plans, meaning less 

applications requiring follow up and more applications passing through verification and reaching 

assessment more efficiently. 

 

21. Would there be advantages in amending the scope of Schedule 8 of the PDI Regulations? 

Yes, particularly for commercial developments and change in land use applications. The mandatory 

information for these types of applications may require a review to assist the process (i.e. a statement 

which identifies the core activities to occur on the land, details of the previous lawful land use to 

determine whether site contamination matters need to be considered, identify if there is to be tree 

damaging activity etc.). 

There is also a request to include the new landscape guidelines being linked somehow into the Code in 

relevant sections and to include a landscape plan in schedule 8 with details of species etc.  

Schedule 8 currently refers to areas of soft landscaping and it is a struggle to get applicants to lodge 

landscape plans. 

Provision of Certificates of Titles in Schedule 8 is also recommended.   

The portal is a user based system, so making people/developers aware of their requirements would 

make verification easier and more streamlined in process. 

Consistency in plans being submitted/accepted for assessment across all councils is sought. 
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General Comments 
It is appropriate to explore the data from the DAP in more detail to determine if the applications that fell 

outside the 5 days were verified on day 6 or 7; or was this an issue for a particular application type or 

region; or how affected where these authorities by Covid-19; or was the timeframe due to the poor 

quality information submitted with the application. A more complete understanding of the issues 

behind the headline metric is warranted. Furthermore, the Expert Panel is encouraged to consider 

training for all participants in the industry, education, and DAP system solutions, ahead of imposing 

penalties on a sector that is facing the same resourcing challenges as other sectors. 

The proposal within the E-Planning System and the Plan SA website paper to explore combined 

verification and assessment processes and to remove Building Consent verification for simpler 

applications has merit and warrants further consideration. 
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Discussion Paper – Planning and Design Code Reform Options 

Character and Heritage 

1. In relation to prong two (2) pertaining to character area statements, in the current system, what is and 

is not working, and are there gaps and/or deficiencies? 

The Code does not deliver the same level of detail or clarity as the former Development Plan. The 

former Desired Character Statements provided relevant contextual information on the history of the 

area and the desired future direction of development in the locality, which helped the interpretation of 

the Zone / Policy Area policy. 

During consultation on the draft Code, Council recommended that the content omitted from the Desired 

Character Statements be included because it aided in providing context and clarity of the locality and it 

provided information that guided future development. The statements in the Code have caused issue 

when considering building height during assessment, as an example where the Development Plan may 

have considered a sympathetic second storey addition, the TNV would see an area where a discreet 

second storey addition as considered by the Development Plan have a 1 storey TNV applied to ensure 

that the relevant authority would be able to assess anything other as a performance assessed 

application.  

Likewise, there are some areas within West Torrens that would benefit from a review to ensure that the 

correct level of protections are afforded to them and that the statements are adequate and appropriate, 

which is something that since the Code has been introduced has highlighted that there is a need for 

review.  

An example is that in Novar Gardens Character Area states that there should be no front fences and side 

fences are no further forward than the building line. However, the PDI (General) Regulations exempt 

most front fences from requiring Development Approval. Therefore many new fences can be 

constructed without needed to obtain Development Approval. This is a contradiction of policy and 

regulation and would considerably alter the character of Novar Gardens.   

 

2. Noting the Panel’s recommendations to the Minister on prongs one (1) and two (2) of the 

Commission’s proposal, are there additional approaches available for enhancing character areas? 

As it currently stands, West Torrens has is proposing to review the heritage surveys undertaken in the 

mid 1990's with the aim of identifying the status of currently identified items (either to be kept as a 

heritage item, elevated or remove as required). The investigations are hoped to capture items and/or 

areas of character or heritage value. From this point of view, reform to establish new character areas is 

supported on the chance investigations undertaken highlight that there is sufficient merit in establishing 

new character areas.   

Council's investigations that may provide insight into the need for a Code Amendment and reform that 

supports improvement to the protection of character and heritage is welcome, as is improvements and 

clearer guidance to this type of Code Amendment.  
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In addition to the above, guides, guidelines and policy contained in the Code that are easily understood 

by all stakeholders including why these places/items have additional protections, what is suitable 

development etc. would help manage expectations. 

Prior to the new planning system, some Development Plans contained conservation design guidelines 

with diagrams that provided pertinent guidelines for various development types within their council 

area, these provided a valuable resource for both applicant and relevant authority.  

 

3. What are your views on introducing a development assessment pathway to only allow for demolition of 

a building in a Character Area (and Historic Area) once a replacement building has been approved? 

The inclusion of policy that supports approval of a suitable replacement building prior to demolition is 

supported, noting previously the West Torrens Development Plan had the following Objective and 

Principles of Development Control for Historic Conservation Areas, which speak to retention and 

conservation of contributory items (transitioned through the Code as Representative Buildings) and 

specifically PDC 5(c) identified that buildings should not be demolished in part or whole unless they are 

associated with a proposed development that supports the desired character for the Historic 

Conservation Area:  

Objective: 

4 The retention and conservation of places such as land, buildings, structures and landscape 

elements that contribute positively to the historic character of the area. 

Principles of Development Control:  

2 Places such as land, buildings, structures and landscape elements that contribute to the 

historic character of the area identified on the Overlay Maps - Heritage and more specifically 

identified in the respective Table WeTo/3 - Contributory Items, should be retained and 

conserved.  

3 Development of a contributory item should:  

(a) not compromise its value to the historic significance of the area  

(b) retain its present integrity or restore its original design features  

(c) maintain or enhance the prominence of the original street facade  

(d) ensure additions are screened by, and/or located to the rear of the building  

(e) ensure original unpainted plaster, brickwork, stonework, or other masonry is 

preserved, unpainted 

 5 Buildings and structures should not be demolished in whole or in part, unless they are:  

(a) structurally unsafe and/or unsound and cannot reasonably be rehabilitated  

(b) inconsistent with the desired character for the Historic Conservation Area  
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(c) associated with a proposed development that supports the desired character for the 

Historic Conservation Area 

6 Development should take design cues from the existing historic built forms. In doing this, it is 

not necessary to replicate historic detailing; however design elements for consideration should 

be compatible with building and streetscape character and should include but not be limited to: 

(a) scale and bulk  

(b) width of frontage  

(c) boundary setback patterns  

(d) proportion and composition of design elements such as roof lines, pitches, openings, 

verandas, fencing and landscaping 

(e) colour and texture of external materials  

(f) visual interest.  

7 New residential development should include landscaped front garden areas that complement 

the desired character. 

This approach to seek an appropriate development proposal was evident in a number of Development 

Plans, including Port Adelaide Enfield Development Plan (PDC 5 for Historic Conservation Area), which 

provided the following PDC, highlighting that this was previously policy administered during 

development assessment: 

5 A contributory item should not be demolished in whole or in part unless it is structurally unsafe 

and/or unsound such that it cannot reasonably be rehabilitated and the proposed demolition is 

associated with a replacement development that supports the desired character for the policy 

area. 

 

4. What difficulties do you think this assessment pathway may pose? How could those difficulties be 

overcome? 

West Torrens is supportive of policy that is dynamic and responsive to the community's aspirations. 

Heritage forms a strong theme for the community of West Torrens, policy review and reform of the 

nature identified (stronger controls, locally responsive design outcomes and demolition control) is 

greatly welcomed.  

 

Trees 

Native Vegetation 

5. What are the issues being experienced in the interface between the removal of regulated trees and 

native vegetation? 

Not applicable to West Torrens  
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6. Are there any other issues connecting native vegetation and planning policy? 

Not applicable to West Torrens  

 

Tree Canopy 

7. What are the implications of master planned/greenfield development areas also being required to 

ensure at least one (1) tree is planted per new dwelling, in addition to the existing provision of public 

reserves/parks? 

Some recurring issues being experienced including in master planned developments include:  

 Open space is not always provided due to staging of the development to avoid open space 
trigger.  

 Developers seeking 9% citing that as adequate open space, therefore limited open space is 
provided (noting a cash top up is provided). 

 Provision of trees only in open space will not facilitate the dispersal of tree canopy amongst the 
development, open space tends to be consolidated. 

 Open space is not only for tree planting, the function of the open space needs to be considered.  

 Without trees planted on private land, targets will not be met.  

 Verges need to be an appropriate size to accommodate tree planting and other competing uses 
e.g. waste collection, WSUD and allow for separation from dwelling. Design standards should 
capture all relevant elements.  

Adelaide is vulnerable to changes in temperature, extreme weather events, sea level rise, and 
associated storm surges. Greater Adelaide’s future prosperity and liveability will depend on how 
effectively we address and respond to the impacts of climate change. Policy that seeks to improve 
environmental quality, rather than increase pressure on public land to achieve all greening, cooling and 
sustainability targets would be detrimental. Climate resilience requires action from multiple 
stakeholders and through a number of measures.  
 

8. If this policy was introduced, what are your thoughts relating to the potential requirement to plant a 

tree to the rear of a dwelling site as an option? 

West Torrens is supportive of the requirement to include planting on private land in master 
planned/greenfield sites. Ultimately an increase in tree canopy is sought with appropriate tools/policy to 
enforce the tree planting and maintenance. 
 
There is merit in seeking planting in the rear of the site particularly in zones where 0m or small front 
setback is sought. Another benefit to planting trees in the rear of small allotments in lieu of the front is 
to reduce conflict with council street tree plantings due to proximity. 
 
The Adelaide Garden Guide for New Homes prepared by Green Adelaide in partnership with the State 
Planning Commission, PlanSA and the Office for Design and Architecture SA is a great resource, and 
provides an opportunity to also work up designs for smaller gardens that may be seen in master planned 
areas.  
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Tree Protections 
The government's changes to the legislation, although required to balance development with canopy 

conservation, has now resulted in an ineffective framework to protect trees and with this, a wholesale 

removal of trees, some of which predate European settlement. These trees, once gone, cannot be 

replaced are an intergenerational asset, make regions desirable places to live and invest and provide 

important means of protection from habitat loss.  

There is a large body of evidence based research demonstrating the loss of canopy cover and how this is 

now occurring at an alarming rate. A City of Burnside canopy study identified a 10% loss of Canopy cover 

over a 5 year period between 2010 and 2015 (https://www.burnside.sa.gov.au/Environment-

Sustainability/Trees/Tree-Canopy-Report). From the body of research undertaken across metropolitan 

SA it is evident that most of the loss is occurring on private land. Should the rate of canopy loss trend 

continue, the Government’s ability to maintain canopy cover or offset this loss on public land is 

unachievable. Effective legislation is therefore required to protect those trees on private land that 

significantly contribute canopy cover.  

Since the introduction of Significant Tree Legislation those measures introduced to help protect trees 

have been eroded over time. Examples include those amendments in 2012 (Development Amendment 

Act – Regulated Tree Variation 2012) reducing the circumference to trigger protection from 2 metres to 

3 metres, the exemption of species most commonly occurring on private land regardless of historic, 

amenity or environmental attributes, the exemption of all species within 10m of a property (excluding 

Eucalyptus and Agonis), the removal of all species within 20m of an asset in a bushfire prescribed area 

and the removal of those public owned trees occurring on public schools. These changes now make the 

Legislation valueless in its ability to protect trees, including those last remnant ingenious trees that 

predate European settlement, those trees that have significant cultural value and or those that protect 

against habitat loss.  

The 30-yeart Plan for Greater Adelaide recognises the value and importance of Urban Green Cover 

setting the objective (Target 5) to maintain and increase canopy cover.  

Considering loss of canopy cover is occurring on private land and recognising public land to offset this 

loss is limited, without changes to improve tree protection targets to increase tree canopy will be 

unachievable, particularly in established areas that currently already have canopy cover. 

The introduction of the Planning and Design Code has seen the tone of development assessment 
provisions change from ensuring that development minimises impact on trees to the trees needing to 
demonstrate exceptional attributes in order to make them worthy of retention. For the Expert Panel's 
consideration are the former provisions contained in the West Torrens Development Plan:  
 
Objectives: 

2 Development in balance with preserving regulated trees that demonstrate one or more of the 
following attributes:  
(a) significantly contributes to the character or visual amenity of the locality  
(b) indigenous to the locality  
(c) a rare or endangered species  
(d) an important habitat for native fauna. 

 

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fwww.burnside.sa.gov.au%2fEnvironment-Sustainability%2fTrees%2fTree-Canopy-Report&c=E,1,StkIbj6QtymPkIAj1JzWlnyDHaJ084Fcj7gwUaZnh5UgaFLIJ38mRgCFYndnz4vCdkOCx564Io0qt3mSpZ825RznWo-YStmiJEsQI4Q7NojtLg7xwxGejIEuz8wA&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fwww.burnside.sa.gov.au%2fEnvironment-Sustainability%2fTrees%2fTree-Canopy-Report&c=E,1,StkIbj6QtymPkIAj1JzWlnyDHaJ084Fcj7gwUaZnh5UgaFLIJ38mRgCFYndnz4vCdkOCx564Io0qt3mSpZ825RznWo-YStmiJEsQI4Q7NojtLg7xwxGejIEuz8wA&typo=1
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Principles of Development Control 
1 Development should have minimum adverse effects on regulated trees. 
 
2 A regulated tree should not be removed or damaged other than where it can be demonstrated 

that one or more of the following apply:  
(a) the tree is diseased and its life expectancy is short  
(b) the tree represents a material risk to public or private safety  
(c) the tree is causing damage to a building  
(d) development that is reasonable and expected would not otherwise be possible  
(e) the work is required for the removal of dead wood, treatment of disease, or is in the general 

interests of the health of the tree.  
 
3 Tree damaging activity other than removal should seek to maintain the health, aesthetic 

appearance and structural integrity of the tree. 
 

3 Significant trees should be preserved, and tree-damaging activity should not be undertaken, 
unless:  
(a) in the case of tree removal, where at least one of the following apply:  
                (i) the tree is diseased and its life expectancy is short  
                (ii) the tree represents an unacceptable risk to public or private safety  
                (iii) the tree is within 20 metres of a residential, tourist accommodation or habitable 

building and is a bushfire hazard within a Bushfire Prone Area  
(b) the tree is shown to be causing or threatening to cause substantial damage to a substantial 

building or structure of value  
(c) all other reasonable remedial treatments and measures have been determined to be 

ineffective  
(d) it is demonstrated that all reasonable alternative development options and design solutions 

have been considered to prevent substantial tree-damaging activity occurring  
(e) in any other case, any of the following circumstances apply:  
                (i) the work is required for the removal of dead wood, treatment of disease, or is in the 

general interests of the health of the tree  
                (ii) the work is required due to unacceptable risk to public or private safety 
                (iii) the tree is shown to be causing or threatening to cause damage to a substantial 

building or structure of value  
                (iv) the aesthetic appearance and structural integrity of the tree is maintained  
                (v) it is demonstrated that all reasonable alternative development options and design 

solutions have been considered to prevent substantial tree-damaging activity 
occurring. 

The Code is likely to support the removal of more trees.  

 

9. What are the implications of reducing the minimum circumference for regulated and significant tree 

protections? 

A number of exemptions were introduced in 2011 to the protections for regulated and significant trees 

noticeably it weakened and undermined the original intention of tree protections in South Australia - 

preventing unnecessary removals. While South Australia’s tree laws have always focused on protecting 

individual large trees, interstate attention has turned to protecting the “urban forest”. 
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As recommended by the Urban Tree Protection in Australia report from the University of Adelaide, 

change to the definition of a regulated tree to: 

 Has a trunk circumference of 50cm or more measured 1m above the ground 

 Or has a height of 6m or more 

 Or has canopy of over 9sqm 
 

There is a need to review the definition. If there parameters were to change away from a circumference 

from 2-3metres there would be more trees captured. Looking at the street trees within West Torrens 

and on public land only, if the following parameters were changed, then this many trees would 

potentially be protected under the definition above:  

 5-10m height- 17,278 street trees,  

 5-10m canopy- 17,982 street tree, and  

 5-10m height and 5-10m canopy- 10,971 street trees. 
Currently, there are 2,094 street trees that have a circumference equal to or greater than 2m.  

 

10. What are the implications of introducing a height protection threshold, to assist in meeting canopy 

targets? 

Data capture and identification of canopy size may be an issue. Council has tree canopy mapping 
(Forestree), so that would likely assist in identifying tree canopy of street trees, however this may be 
difficult to gain data for privately owned trees. Although, Urban Heat and Tree Mapping Viewer 
(environment.sa.gov.au) has information of canopy and height (this is being revised over coming months 
but there may be issues with timing between mapping being captured, tree canopy brought over into 
the mapping). 
 
Another implication would be ensuring that the community are aware of how to measure the canopy, 

and raising awareness of any policy change, it could be difficult to update people affected.  

 

11. What are the implications of introducing a crown spread protection, to assist in meeting canopy 

targets? 

West Torrens is supportive of crown spread protection and identifies the following:  

 Remove the ability to prune up to 30% of a regulated / significant tree without requiring 
approval and implement a system that requires the use of the AS4373 Standard. 

 30% pruning of the canopy is a large amount, plus, to establish 30% removal, we need before 

photos and even then, the amount is subject to visual assessment only and difficult to prove 

from various angles. There continues to be the oversight that 30% could be removed today, a 

further 30% could be removed in 3 months' time and so on, until there is nothing left of the 

canopy (and tree).  

West Torrens seeks evidence to be provided when applying for council rebates to help retain trees 
onsite. There is possibility to map the private trees on Forestree from this info being provided. It could 
be useful to implement a state wide tree portal. 
 

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.google.com/url?q%3Dhttps://dit.sa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/1087886/Urban_tree_protection_in_Australia.pdf%26amp;sa%3DD%26amp;source%3Deditors%26amp;ust%3D1666076452592242%26amp;usg%3DAOvVaw1v41SpuOV27abh5-0Z1Syr&sa=D&source=docs&ust=1666076452672943&usg=AOvVaw3VYZh028UHPqZPV7bdPs6A
http://spatialwebapps.environment.sa.gov.au/urbanheat/?viewer=urbanheat
http://spatialwebapps.environment.sa.gov.au/urbanheat/?viewer=urbanheat
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12. What are the implications of introducing species-based tree protections? 

A review and modification of the exemption list to better reflect the South Australian Environment and 
better protect non weed species trees is supported and recommended.  
 

Distance from Development 

13. Currently you can remove a protected tree (excluding Agonis flexuso (Willow Myrtle) or Eucalyptus 

(any tree of the genus) if it is within ten (10) metres of a dwelling or swimming pool. What are the 

implications of reducing this distance? 

West Torrens wants to see more trees protected. Reducing the 10 metre distance appears to provide a 

mechanism to support trees growing closer to a building or structure of significance.  

Consideration should be given to bringing this into line with other states e.g. 0m distance unless it has 

gone through an assessment process to demonstrate that the tree is causing damage. 

 

However, if this policy were to be retained the following is sought:  

 Clarity around where the measurement for the 10 metres is taken from e.g. pool coping, slab 

protruding past verandah posts, the post of the wall of the dwelling. 

 Recognising the importance of balancing tree protection and development needs, there is a 
need for investigation into expanding the list of tree species that should be included within the 
Regulations (Part 2, 6A(5)(a)) in relation to trees that require development approval when 
located within 10 metres of an existing dwelling, or an existing in-ground swimming pool. This is 
to ensure and recognise that there are more trees of significance than only the two listed 
currently that are worthy of consideration for further protection. 

 

14. What are the implications of revising the circumstances when it would be permissible to permit a 

protected tree to be removed (i.e. not only when it is within the proximity of a major structure, and/or 

poses a threat to safety and/or infrastructure)? 

Some thoughts when considering this question include:  

 Automatic approvals are not supported for the removal of trees that should be protected either 
currently or under revised legislation. An assessment is sought with a qualified professional 
making the recommendations (arborist, structural engineer) 

 Increase the use of arborists to assess applications affecting regulated and significant trees and 
allow for streamlined approval process for applications to remove regulated and significant 
trees. 

 In order to reduce conflicts of interest, do not allow the same company or arborist who makes 
an assessment for a regulated or significant tree removal to undertake the work. This would 
provide opportunity for the veracity of the assessing arborist's assessment to be seen.  

 Mechanism to prevent tree removal if the development requiring the trees removal does not 
proceed, particularly in instances where the tree is in good health and not requiring removal 
other than to accommodate the development.  

 Tree protections may limit a site's development potential just as other site constraints do so 
unless the tree is diseased with a short life expectancy then tree retention should be the aim.  

 Qualify what is meant by the following terms to ensure consistency and clarity:  
o  a major structure 
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o what is the threat 
o what is perceived risk  
o potential for fail  

 Restore the requirement for the Department of Infrastructure and Transport and the 
Department of Education to publicly consult and gain planning approval to remove regulated 
trees 
 

Urban Tree Canopy Off Set Scheme 

15. What are the implications of increasing the fee for payment into the Off-set scheme? 

Some implications to increasing the fee for payment into the off-set scheme include:  

 Money paid into the fund should be reflective of costs associated with tree removal, tree 
establishment and lifetime maintenance  

 May motivate applicants to plant trees instead of paying  

 There is a flaw in the policy. Applicant's currently don't need to demonstrate that they can't 
plant even though site may be large enough to accommodate 

 The rationale for including the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone in the off-set scheme is 
understood but is considered a flawed approach; areas with a high proportion of medium 
density development (typically multi-dwelling sites with small setbacks, high levels of hard 
surfaces and in some cases more ‘affordable’ housing options compared to lower density areas) 
are more likely to benefit from trees provided on site because this type of development is hotter 
than areas with landscaping.  
 

 16. If the fee was increased, what are your thoughts about aligning the fee with the actual cost to a 

council of delivering (and maintaining) a tree, noting that this would result in differing costs in different 

locations? 

West Torrens is supportive of modifying the Urban Tree Canopy Offset Scheme to better reflect the 

value of trees to the community by increasing the offset fees to match the costs that are consequently 

passed on to Councils to plant, establish and maintain replacement trees. Money generated from the 

payment of any off-set scheme implemented should go to the affected council. 

 

17. What are the implications of increasing the off-set fees for the removal of regulated or significant 

trees? 

If the off-set fee for the removal of a regulated of significant tree was to be increased, clear and sound 

justification needs to be provided for the basis of the fee. Implications to increasing the fee may include 

increased replacement planting over financial contribution. 

People paying into the fund may expect the tree/s to be planted near to their development. However, 

without other policy changes, it may be difficult to enact replacement tree plantings in close proximity 

to where the tree was removed. This is largely due to not planting replacement trees within 10 metres 

of building etc. This has had implications for tree planting on verges for West Torrens.  Effectively it can 

be difficult to replant when meeting the 10 metres away from structure policy.  

West Torrens is supportive of a review of the off-set fee and seeking a more realistic replacement and 
maintenance cost.  
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Public Realm Tree Planting 

18. Should the criteria within the Planning and Development Fund application assessment process give 

greater weighting to the provision of increased tree canopy? 

The Planning and Development Fund (the Fund) operates under the Planning, Development and 

Infrastructure Act 2016 (the Act) and provides a means for open space and public realm investment 

across South Australia. The aim of the Fund is not to increase tree canopy per se. By all means canopy 

could form a component within the project assessment criteria e.g. how was canopy considered, are 

there opportunities to increase planting, could trees be retained. However, not all open space projects 

applied for will be suited as a rewilding project but may be open space for an oval for example. In some 

instances tree removal may be appropriate. The consideration of canopy would serve more to show how 

it was considered in a submission.  

The risk could be that open space is not considered in all its varied purposes with preference provided to 
attainment of tree canopy as the main driver to the granting of funds at the expense of community 
needs.  
 

General Comments (Trees) 
For the Expert Panels consideration are the following comments as they relate to trees, these are other 

considerations that did not fit the line of questioning contained in the discussion paper:  

 Incorporate Vegetation Overlays into the Planning and Design Code, similar to those used in 
Victoria, to better reflect the expectations of local communities by allowing for the protection of 
significant urban vegetation. Tree canopy could form an overlay within the Code. 

 Consider increasing the number and size of trees required by the Code to be planted in new 
developments.  

 Tree owners claim trees warrant removal due to falling limbs, which could be managed by 

periodic tree maintenance. An expert report could also help ensure that pruning is done to an 

acceptable standard.  

An expert report would also provide evidence on the current state of the tree which could be 

relied upon if legal action was to be taken later for tree damaging activity.  There is concern 

however, that if maintenance of the tree becomes too difficult and/or expensive that people will 

remove the tree in preference to maintaining and retaining the tree.  

 The Code should explore ways to retain mature vegetation and tree preservation. There is no 
policy on this in the Code unless significant or regulated.   

 No reference to Regulated or Significant Trees is referred to for Accepted and Deemed to Satisfy 
Development within the Code. There is argument to say that a development cannot be an 
Accepted Development or Deemed to Satisfy Development if tree damaging activity will occur. 
However the following are not considered tree damaging activity:  

o Removal of up to 30% of the crown of the tree;  
o Construction within the critical root zone; and  
o Root damage.  

These types of activities can reduce the life span of the tree or increase its risk of causing 
damage to people and property. Both of these situations are likely to result in the removal of 
the tree. It is suggested that stipulating that development cannot be Deemed to Satisfy (DTS) or 
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Accepted when it is located within the Critical Root Zone of a Regulated or Significant tree to 
ensure that considerations on the impact of the tree are adequately considered.  

 Members of the CAP have identified that a particular challenge over the past twelve months has 
been the assessment of a number of complex significant tree applications which have involved 
multiple and competing professional opinions from arborists.  There is benefit in encouraging 
the State Government to invest in the development of a consistent tree risk assessment 
methodology/standard to support a greater level of consistency in the professional advice 
provided by arborists in support of these applications.  

  

General Comments (Climate Resilience) 
For the Expert Panels consideration are the following comments as they relate to climate resilience. It 

was noted that this is an extremely important consideration in development assessment that appeared 

to be missing from the discussion papers, related questions posed and Code policy. Climate resilience 

could be brought into the Code as a stronger element of assessment relatively easily and help form the 

basis of achieving the targets contained in The 30 Year plan for Greater Adelaide.  

For context, heatwaves and higher temperatures experienced in summer impact community health, 

which often results in increased mortality, medical needs and hospital admissions. In particular, higher 

temperatures impact members of the community who have pre-existing conditions relating to heart, 

renal and mental health. The City of West Torrens and Western Adelaide Region which forms part of 

AdaptWest have higher rates of pre-existing medical conditions within the community, putting them at 

greater risk of the impacts from heat. Results from the initial urban heat mapping in 2017 showed that 

around 31% (11.5km2) in our council area had areas of high heat or 'hot spots' which predominately 

occurred east of Adelaide Airport in Netley, as well as the eastern edge of the council boundary in 

Keswick, Ashford, Mile End South and Thebarton.  The Western Adelaide Urban Heat Mapping report 

(2017) also explored case studies of how heat is impacted by material choice and green infrastructure, 

with the impact of roof colour being explored in case studies on page 30 and 31 (see attached Western 

Adelaide Urban Heat Mapping Project Report). 

Suggested improvements to better assess and recognise climate resilience and address it during the 

development assessment process include:  

 Inclusion of performance based standards and associated tools to assess applications at 
planning stage for energy efficiency and other measures aimed at improving climate resilience 
and cost of living outcomes. This would also be consistent with other states including Victoria 
and New South Wales and would seek to upfront these considerations at the beginning of the 
assessment rather than leaving it till the building rules assessment, when opportunity to make 
substantive changes to the design are generally harder to implement.  

 Integrated hazard overlays – primarily a heat hazard overlay that builds on the investment that 
Adelaide metro councils have made in heat mapping and LiDAR data. The overlay would need 
performance outcomes that seek to mitigate the further creation of heat islands and the 
associated hazards in the urban environment. The easiest metric that this could initially tackle 
would be roof colour and material selection. 
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Infill 

Design Guidelines 

19. Do you think the existing design guidelines for infill development are sufficient? Why or why not? 

CAP has identified that they have assessed and approved applications that would have been unlikely to 
have received approval under council’s previous Development Plan, which is indicative of how the 
transition to the code has not been a ‘like for like’ transition. Overdevelopment of sites, lack of private 
open space, insufficient landscaping, lack of car parking, insufficient space for vehicle movements and 
poor design overall remain since the introduction of the Planning and Design Code.  
Another issue impacting development is that although a development may meet all the quantitative 
standards, the design, living and amenity outcomes can be far from ideal and these need to be given 
greater attention by the Planning and Design Code. It is sought that the Code significantly improve 
design standards for medium and high density residential development, including consideration for the 
following specific policy outcomes: 

 Developments of certain size and site coverage be required to incorporate sustainability 
initiatives in the design e.g. passive solar design, cross ventilation, resilient landscaping that 
requires less water usage, inverter air-conditioning units, colour of roofing materials that reduce 
radiant heat to residences, impervious areas that allow infiltration of stormwater onsite, and 
reduce runoff, etc. 

 A more considered and minimum requirement on building height where greater heights are 
allowed would certainly contribute to increased landscape provision, less covered area reducing 
the impact of compressed development hard surfaces, easier vehicle movements and better 
defined entrances to each dwelling. 

 Consideration of secondary frontages / elevations of dwellings similarly as important as primary 
frontages to incorporate meaningful articulation, materiality contributing to the design outcome 
of the development. 

 Seek to increase the effectiveness of the affordable housing policies in the Planning and Design 
Code, including the consideration of limiting the concentration of affordable housing within a 
single site, and to strengthen policies for affordable housing supply particularly in higher density 
zones. 

 Bin enclosures in multiple dwelling applications to be appropriately sited (e.g. not to be located 
adjacent to private open space rear yard of any dwelling, nor alongside a dwelling or front 
boundary of a property) to minimise any adverse impacts on the amenity of the dwelling 
occupants or community. 

 Address development of existing laneways in established suburbs e.g. Mile End, so that each 
application contributes financially or through design criteria and surface treatments to 
driveways / cross overs. This is important to ensure that new laneway development contributes 
to the improvement of the urban design of the lane, helping to create safe shared pedestrian 
and vehicle zones with sound passive surveillance principles and landscaped solutions. 

 Review of required car parking and garaging (width and depth) dimensions to mitigate the 
potential for garaging not accommodating residents' vehicles, and avoid putting additional 
pressure to on street car parking. This concern is raised by most representors heard by CAP on 
medium density applications. It is suggested that the Expert Panel recommend that the 
Australian Standard for garage sizes be reviewed to reflect modern vehicle sizes and this also be 
conveyed in the Planning and Design Code.  

 Require applicants to provide an inspection report prior to construction from a qualified arborist 
that: 
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o the tree protection measures have been installed in accordance with the conditioned 
approval prior to site works commencing; 

o trenching activities have not breached root zones before they are covered up; and 
o a sufficient impervious perimeter to tree drip zone has been provided to limit hard 

surfaces compromising trees' ability to maintain good health. 
 
Other suggestions/comments that have emerged through from working with the Code for assessment 
include:  

 The West Torrens Development Plan had dispensation for allotment sizes in close proximity to 
centres. This incentivised development close to locations with good access to shops, services 
and public transport. This should be reintroduced so that higher density infill is concentrated 
near transport corridors and centres which (in theory) reduces car dependence. But in saying 
this, a review of the current policy needs to be undertaken to make it clear that when the 
measures for dispensation aren't met that the minimums sought by the Code are to remain 
relevant.  Where zones have a range of densities allowable, maximum densities should be 
concentrated close to centres and the remainder of the zone should reflect lower densities. 

 A review of General Neighbourhood Zones which are resulting in loss of character in areas of 
considerable former amenity should be undertaken as a matter of urgency. Policy change to 
retain these neighbourhoods through transition to Established Neighbourhood Zone should be 
facilitated. 

 Double garages are still dominant on narrow blocks, even for two storey dwellings which the 
Code allows. Greater consideration of double garages needs to be given and the impact on 
streetscape and accumulative impact of driveways on the street verge, this may require an 
increase width of site frontage.  

 Urban Corridor Zones are quite vague on setbacks and cause conflict with established residential 
areas. 

 There is a conflict between Urban Corridor Zones and Aircraft Noise Exposure Overlay, with the 
Aircraft Noise Overlay seeking no increase in density to protect the operations of the Airport 
(which is of State significance). 

 No requirement to prove that trees are being planted or rainwater tank installed. Consider 
requirement for applicant to upload photos to the portal after 12 months to demonstrate 
compliance. 

 Design guidelines are generally acceptable but represent best case scenarios within literature 
produced by the Department. On the ground, design outcomes could be better, still end up with 
dwellings with dominant parapet walls and no eaves which don't look great and don't perform 
the best they could from a sustainability perspective.  

 DTS setback criteria in Established Neighbourhood Zone generally a lot smaller than the 
prevailing character, should be increased to reflect the character, this could be captured by 
reinstating the character statements.  

 Site area and frontage not reflective of prevailing character in some character areas, e.g. 
Western half of Cowandilla/Mile End West is more in line with Torrensville Character area, 
character of Ashford has been significantly eroded and in need of review. 

 More guidelines for infill development on laneways is sought.  
Allotments of 150m2 or less in established areas be reviewed to ensure that the site area minimums are 
appropriate and the new infill development on smaller allotments does not create poor design 
outcomes that are at odds with existing established character. Where appropriate, increase allotment 
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sizes to ensure that development can adequately meet all relevant provisions of the Code whilst being 
sympathetic with surrounding development.  

20. Do you think there would be benefit in exploring alternative forms of infill development? If not, why 

not? If yes, what types of infill development do you think would be suitable in South Australia? 

In principle, yes further exploration of alternative forms of infill is supported, particularly with the view 
of infill development that it is complimentary to existing development such as that being explored in the 
Future Living Code Amendment or looking at locations best suited to higher densities such due to 
achieving walking distance to everyday facilities, mass transit and open space/recreation. Other 
comments based on working with the Code include:   

 More work is needed on the definition of ancillary accommodation, greater guidance on the 
assessment of granny flats. Often it is a fine line between granny flat and dwelling which is 
confusing for planners and for applicants. 

 Definition of multiple dwelling was removed from PDI Act. Consider reintroducing and providing 
guidelines for services/amenities and car parking required. Could also look more into student 
accommodation and supported accommodation. 

West Torrens would gladly welcome the Expert Panel to visit sites where infill development within the 

city to showcase what is and isn't working well for infill development.  

 

Strategic Planning 

21. What are the best mechanisms for ensuring good strategic alignment between regional plans and 

how the policies of the Code are applied spatially? 

Under the new planning system, the private sector is dominating the Code Amendment program. This 

results in a Code Amendment program which is not driven by strategic outcomes or policy 

improvements by the State or Local Governments.  

Government agencies aren’t sufficiently resourced to progress important Code Amendments and 

Councils are unable to influence the Code without first getting all other affected Councils to agree on 

and advocate for the change to the Commission or Minister.  

There is a need for an agreed program or framework between State and Local Governments which 

details how and when Code Amendments occur, ideally, after the development of Regional Plans. 

Specific, clear and instructive strategic planning is more important than ever in light of the generic 

wording of Code policies and private Code Amendments which can lead to ad-hoc, opportunistic and 

non-strategic rezoning of land. In some cases, private rezoning can occur without sufficient supporting 

infrastructure or logical connections to complementary zoned land. Managing the impacts of, and 

providing coordinated services for, substantial developments on isolated properties presents a bigger 

challenge and less efficiency than managing these services on a precinct or nodal basis. Rezoning 

isolated sites also provides less certainty and clarity for the community, particularly where the proposed 

intensity is substantially at odds with the surrounding locality. It is unfortunate that the new regional 

plans were not updated prior to the development of the Code and subsequent private Code 

Amendments, as this would have been the logical order in establishing the new planning system. 
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22. What should the different roles and responsibilities of State and local government and the private 

sector be in undertaking strategic planning? 

Strategic planning should be undertaken by both State and Local Government (either collaboratively or 

in consultation) depending on the scale and spatial application of the document. For example, councils 

should have the ability to lead or substantially contribute to subregional plans and/or more local 

strategic plans which guide land use distribution and the provision of local infrastructure and services. 

While all stakeholders (including the private sector) should be included in consultation on strategic 

planning documents, it is the State and Local governments which have a responsibility to represent the 

interests of the general public and to provide the services and infrastructure required to facilitate 

increased populations and changing land use distribution. 

West Torrens has previously raised concern with the Code Amendment process (see Attachment 3: 

Letter to former Minister for Planning and Local Government dated 13 July 2021).  Whilst it is 

acknowledged that the private proponent process presents an opportunity for agile consideration of 

changing demand and landscapes in a timely matter that there are some issues with the process:  

 Insufficient requirements for investigations to be undertaken to inform suitable policy 
application. 

 Inherent conflict of interest during consultation with community and stakeholders (both pre-
initiation and post) for the designated entity. 

 Capacity for inappropriate development occurring during parliamentary scrutiny process.  
 

West Torrens has been subject to a number of private proponent Code Amendments including: 

 65-73 Mooringe Avenue Plympton Code Amendment (Finalised) 

 Lockleys Code Amendment (Pending a decision) 

 107 Port Road Thebarton (Thebarton Brewery Precinct) Code Amendment (Initiated) 
 

The 65-73 Mooringe Ave Plympton Code Amendment demonstrated that the provisions relating to Code 

Amendments which are derived from the Development Act 1993 appear to be misaligned given they do 

not adequately respond to the introduction of private proponent led Code Amendments. One such 

example, identified in Attachment 3, is that planning policy can be enacted and used prior to being 

subjected to parliamentary scrutiny in a timely manner. Surprisingly, parliamentary scrutiny of the 

Mooringe Code Amendment has extended beyond that usually anticipated by the PDI Act due to the 

ERDC not sitting over December and January and subsequent caretaker period earlier in 2022, meaning 

parliamentary scrutiny was increased from the 56 days to be lodged and reviewed, to approximately 6 

months.  

During this time development applications were able be submitted and approved and these 
applications will remain valid irrespective of any changes that may be proposed by the Committee 
and then implemented. It is acknowledged that changes or the overturning of a Development Plan 
Amendment, under the Development Act, was unusual given that Act did not allow for Private 
Proponent Code Amendments. 

Following Parliamentary review, the ERDC wrote to Minister Nick Champion on 21 June 2022 
recommending that the policy enacted be amended to an alternate zone. This was refuted by Minister 
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Nick Champion on the basis the suggested zone identified by the ERDC would be an underutilization of 
the site, although the proposed zone presented an upscale of the existing and surrounding zoning. The 
Minister also cited:  

I am concerned that making such a substantial change to zoning through the Parliamentary 
process with no consultation with the land owner may create uncertainty for entities when 
proposing Code Amendments. 

The ERDC responded to the Minister to advise that the ERDC resolved that it does not object to the Code 
Amendment as originally made. With the ERDC's acceptance the Code Amendment is sustained and 
there is no need for the Code Amendment to be laid before both Houses of Parliament.  

Furthermore, the introduction of Private Proponent Code Amendments allows for private commercial 
gain to be a driving factor which may give rise to tension between the Private Proponent and other 
interested parties including the surrounding community, resulting in a requirement for greater scrutiny 
of the engagement process and final Code Amendment presented to the ERDC (perhaps prior to 
approval). 

Another issue highlighted during the Code Amendment process, considerations of infrastructure 

(including road networks, open space, opportunities to improve connectivity) are a matter for discussion 

post Code Amendment adoption and during the development assessment. The downside to waylaying 

these discussion is that it can be trickier when land has changed ownership and possibly into multiple 

owners, or if Council were managing the Code Amendment may incorporate concept plans to 

accommodate infrastructure delivery and siting with a whole of community lens.  

 

Carparking 

Code Policy 

23. What are the specific car parking challenges that you are experiencing in your locality? Is this street 

specific and if so, can you please advise what street and suburb. 

The following points identify car parking challenges that West Torrens are experiencing:  

 Areas with high on-street parking demand already, e.g. Thebarton area. New developments 
exacerbate this demand, as do all day parkers wanting to park close to the CBD and then 
commute from there. 

 Some forms of residential dwellings that take away on-street parking (e.g. row dwellings with 
narrow frontages). 

 Interpreting the parking rates for Designated Areas where a range is given is challenging at 
times. Specifically, Table 2 – Off-Street Car Parking Requirements in Designated Areas provides 
as parking rate range of 3 to 6 spaces per 100m2 gross leasable floor area, or 3 to 5 spaces per 
100m2 gross leasable floor area. Developers tend to keep to the lowest number, this causes 
conflict during assessment.  
West Torrens are increasingly seeing developments in Designated Areas where the proposed 
land use has a parking rate that is lower than that anticipated in Table 2 – Off-Street Car Parking 
Requirements in Designated Areas (where the minimum rate is 3 per 100m2), for example 
‘store’ type land uses. There should be clarification or direction provided in Table 2 – Off-Street 
Car Parking Requirements in Designated Areas to consider a lower parking rate than specified 
under these circumstances. 
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 The rate of change seen in Kurralta Park (and other areas of growth through infill) creating 
increased demand for on-street parking which is now having impacts on traffic flow.  

 Diagrams in Code are a misrepresentation of the how a driveway actually is constructed. The 
diagrams do not have flare but are depicted as being straight which is not in accurate for 
functionality of the driveway.   

 The Code needs to consider the width of road, the flare needed on the driveway and then the 
impact of site width. Some developers are interpreting the diagrams in the Code literally. 
Driveway splays are typically required to assist with manoeuvres but some of the diagrams in 
the Code do not show these splays. This error should be corrected or further ‘qualifications’ 
added to the diagrams. 

 The Code has reduced the on street parking rate from what was previously contained in the 
Development Plan from 1 on-street car park per 2 dwellings to 1 on street park per 3 dwellings.  

 

24. Should car parking rates be spatially applied based on proximity to the CBD, employment centres 

and/or public transport corridors? If not, why not? If yes, how do you think this could be effectively 

applied? 

As a principle, agree parking rates should be spatially applied (as in the current Zone approach). Hence 

alternative Table 1 – General Off-Street Car Parking Requirements and Table 2 – Off-Street Car Parking 

Requirements in Designated Areas is a good approach. The CBD should be a special case. 

Only issue is Table 2 – Off-Street Car Parking Requirements in Designated Areas, where a (wide) range 

of parking is specified, it becomes a bit more problematic to use and subject to arguments and disputes 

with developers. 

 

25. Should the Code offer greater car parking rate dispensation based on proximity to public transport or 

employment centres? If not, why not? If yes, what level of dispensation do you think is appropriate? 

Yes, because proximity to centres and public transport means that walking, cycling and use of other 

modes of transport is encouraged and it is more likely to influence vehicle ownership. Of note, the State 

Planning Policies and 30 Year Plan anticipate better integration of transport and land use planning, so it 

is important for designated areas to be located in areas where this desired integration can be achieved. 

Dispensations in employment centres are not supported but activity centres would be more appropriate 

where you have a range of services present that encourages lower vehicle ownership. 

Council (in consultation with specialist advice) has typically applied a 10% discount to the parking 

requirement for development sites that are close to public transport services, particularly high 

frequency GO ZONE routes. At locations where there are multi-modes of public transport available, e.g. 

Jetty St Glenelg, Council's traffic consultant has advised that they have previously applied a higher 

discount rate of 20% and SCAP had not expressed concern about this. 

To illustrate this, when considering two sites, one of which is located close to an activity centre and with 

multiple high frequency public transport and one located on the main road only, the former should have 

a higher level of dispensation than the latter. 

One of the commonly referenced parking guidelines by traffic engineers is ‘Parking spaces for urban 

places: Car parking study – Guideline for Greater Adelaide’ which provides recommendations on 

maximum allowable discounts for proximity to various alternative modes of transport (see 
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attachments). This guideline provides examples of dispensation to encourage non-car modes of 

transport. 

In addition, PO 5.1 does not list this as one of the factors for consideration. Table 2 – Off-Street Car 

Parking Requirements in Designated Areas does not apply to zones not in a Designated Area. Need to 

include the discounting aspect into PO 5.1 as an ‘accepted’ principle (as below). 

 Transport, Access and Parking 

 

26. What are the implications of reviewing carparking rates against contemporary data (2021 Census and 

ABS data), with a focus on only meeting average expected demand rather than peak demand? 

The parking requirement is not necessarily based on ‘peak’ demand. For example, parking data from the 

very high Easter and Christmas trading periods are generally not used.  

It is probably more useful to specify a ‘peak’ number and then consider factors or arguments put 

forward on why it should be reduced, i.e. have a clearer understanding of the proposal, rather than a 

blanket use of an ‘average’. This approach seems to be working well from an assessment perspective. 

Regular updates of parking rates is useful, particularly in relation to car ownership data for dwellings.  

Dwelling developments are the most frequent developments in West Torrens and have the greatest 

impacts on on-street parking. There is a perception that parking ownership is not as low as specified in 

Table 2. 

Data would be useful in identifying how many spaces within a development could be reduced in size to 

accommodate small cars where there is shared car parking (e.g. shopping centres etc.) it is seen that 

small car parks are provided when space is compromised for parking and data would help identify the 

need/demand for EV charging parks.  

 

27. Is it still necessary for the Code to seek the provision of at least one (1) covered carpark when two (2) 

on-site car parks are required? 

From a parking assessment perspective it is not necessary to provide covered space. Manoeuvring into a 

covered space is harder than an open space so there is an advantage in not requiring a covered space 

for dwellings.  

Open parks would mean that parking spaces being used as storage would be easier to monitor.  

Of concern would be the impact on streetscapes. Inevitably, residents seek security and cover for their 

cars, if no undercover park is provided at time of dwelling assessment, there may be limited options to 

retrofit with a carport or garage at a later date. This will likely lead to an influx of applications seeking 
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carports forward of the dwelling ultimately interfering with front setbacks, reduction of passive 

surveillance, and reduction in amenity of the streetscape, therefore the removal of covered carparking is 

not supported.     

 

Design Guidelines 

28. What are the implications of developing a design guideline or fact sheet related to off-street car 

parking? 

This would be a very useful approach to assist those who are not as familiar with the design aspect, 

compared to other regular developers. The design guideline or fact sheet does need to provide flexibility 

to accommodate unusual situations, however, common issues could be addressed e.g. flare, extract of 

parking standards, minimums could be identified and use of diagrams.  

The fact sheet or design guideline could also be useful in demonstrating how landscaping could be 

incorporated in line with Code minimums and use of materials to get better environmental outcomes 

e.g. permeable paving.  

 

Electric Vehicles 

29. EV charging stations are not specifically identified as a form of development in the PDI Act. Should this 

change, or should the installation of EV charging stations remain unregulated, thereby allowing 

installation in any location? 

From experience, developers only put in charging stations if they perceive a demand for it or as a 

marketing point. In an overall parking context, if considered as a reserved space (not resident space), 

the low number of EV spaces is not likely to be significant in terms of freely accessible parking for a 

development. 

EV spaces have accompanying charging structures that may affect the design layout. Most 

developments we see have maxed-out areas to accommodate parking only. EV charging stations are 

expected to increase throughout the state and their location should be appropriately co-located with 

other parking areas. If unregulated, there is a high chance of EV charging stations being located in 

inappropriate and visually dominant locations. These devices commonly include third party advertising 

to help fund any associated costs and can significantly impact streetscapes.  Some of these matters do 

trigger development and The Code should provide policies to assist in their assessment including: 

• traffic management (e.g. safe and convenient access for cars using the chargers, impacts on car 
parking provision etc.); 

• design and appearance of the infrastructure; and 
• buildings being appropriately designed to accommodate EV charging stations  

In addition to EV charging stations, the following is highlighted as more critical space-specific issues 
within carparks currently: 

 small car park space allocations (approximately 10% of car parks), and  

 car share schemes (which seek parking dispensation)  
Currently there is no guidance on these issues.  
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 30. If EV charging stations became a form a development, there are currently no dedicated policies 

within the Code that seek to guide the design of residential or commercial car parking arrangements in 

relation to EV charging infrastructure. Should dedicated policies be developed to guide the design of EV 

charging infrastructure? 

Yes, consideration should be given to the following:  

 Co-located with existing car parking areas/spaces  

 Should not include third party advertising 

 Should be designed in a way which does not dominate the streetscape 

 Lighting/glare policies 
 

Car Parking Off-Set Schemes 

31. What are the implications of car parking fund being used for projects other than centrally located car 

parking in Activity Centres (such as a retail precinct)? 

Without understanding in more detail through appropriate investigations the initial thought is it would 

detract from the primary purpose of the fund which is to provide parking. It is queried why a developer, 

thinking that they have paid into the fund to provide more parking for their customers find that the fund 

has gone to greening projects or something that does not increase parking or reduce demand for 

parking. 

There is also an expectation that car parking should be in the vicinity of the development to reduce low 

parking implications on site which would be felt by others in vicinity like residents of the area. There 

would be an expectation that the parking be provided to address the parking issues of those that have 

paid into the fund. 

Lastly, offsets should also accurately reflect the cost to provide parking. The fees set often don't reflect 

the cost. At this time West Torrens does not have a carparking off-set fund. Money generated from the 

payment of any off-set scheme implemented should go to the affected council. 

 

32. What types of projects and/or initiatives would you support the car parking funds being used for, if 

not only for the establishment of centrally located car parking? 

Currently support would be for the:  
 Purchase of land for car parking.  
 Use of funds to build the car park. 
 Use of funds to develop consolidated parking for multiple properties to increase efficiency. 

 

Commission Prepared Design Standards 

33. Do you think there would be benefit from the Commission preparing local road Design Standards? 

This would be very difficult to standardise, different councils have their own public realm requirements 

to reflect character and standards that are able to be maintained by the respective council. There are 

already design guidelines available including Council's own public realm design manuals and there are 

DIT guidelines that help with this. Rather than one size fits all, this should be left to each council to 

decide. 
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When looking at local road design, it has been viewed that bin placement and collection is a driving 

force in design often at the expense of greening/tree planting and on street parking. A more considered 

approach that considers:  

 footpaths and shared paths within street verges that are uninterrupted, even and uncluttered  

 pedestrian crossing points 

 footpath widths for universal accessibility 

 inclusion of shelter, rest areas, lighting, vegetation and street trees 

 efficient and sustainable stormwater management 

 coordinated placement of trees and infrastructure. 
There is concern that minimums could be captured in a standardised design that may not be reflective 
of many situations.  
 

General Comments:  
Other general comments relating to car parking include:  

 There appears to be an opportunity to review the parking rates for a range of land uses 
captured in the Code.  

 From a Code usability perspective, the inclusion of the meaning of the land use term being 
inserted alongside each of the land use categories in Table 1- General Off-Street Car Parking 
Requirements would be welcomed.  

 Domestic storage in garages is taking up parking spaces and effectively reducing onsite parking 
creating further demand for on-street parking. 

 Minimum garage standards contained in the Code are not adequate. The length is too short at 
5.4m, this does not provide for clearance once park is enclosed. Some Development Plans 
provided alternative dimensions with greater length.  

 Turning paths should be provided at lodgement for certain development types and captured 
within Schedule 8 of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (General) Regulations 2017.   
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Discussion Paper – e-Planning System and the PlanSA website Reform 

Options 
 

User Experience Questions 

Website Re-Design 

1. Is the PlanSA website easy to use? 

The website is not easy to use, there is a lot of information available and may benefit from a review 

targeting key information to key stakeholder groups. Some quick issues to highlight from a precursory 

look at the website are provided below, this is by no means an exhaustive review:  

 Searching the development register, the search is not intuitive. The screen flicks up to top and 
user is then required to scroll down again.   

 When entering details into the development register such as street name, the search results do 
not reflect the search criteria. See image below, Seaford was entered into the street name field, 
however results returned reflect suburbs with Seaford contained in its name.  

 

A suggested improvement would enable search by map and prefill addresses as you type.  

 Planned system maintenance times, it is suggested these occur after midnight. The current 
times interfere with applicant and private workers 

 

 Too many login options, suggest separating the login screen. This is too confusing for short term 
users. 
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2. What improvements to the PlanSA design would you make to enhance its usability? 

Suggestions to improve the design and enhance usability include:  

 Ensuring it is exemplar in accessibility. Given the move towards providing an online tool a review 
and update to community should be provided to ensure that the site is inclusive.  

 Reduce content on pages, currently requires too much scrolling on landing page 

 Improve searching function to find relevant information. 

 Work with key stakeholders to better understanding what the users want e.g. lodge, pay, track 
(neighbours development application or their own Development Application). Other users may 
want to access predominately policy related information. Use of hamburger menus to save 
space. 
 

Mobile Application for Submission of Building Notifications and Inspections 

3. Would submitting building notifications and inspections via a mobile device make these processes 

more efficient? 

Feedback from industry as to the reason for the limited uptake in logging building notifications directly 

on the portal should be sought and survey users to ensure any changes are fit for purpose.  

West Torrens is in support of mandating that all building notifications are through the PlanSA portal, 

considering that this would be a more efficient process for council's administration. 

From an IT perspective every website should be mobile centric. In order for there to be uptake the 

process has to be easy and able to be done on the spot. Consider having a shortcut available on phone, 

this process would help streamline and avoid people moving the request to others within their 

organisations to upload e.g. builder on site being able to upload inspection request rather than 

forwarding a task- would provide for better workflow capacity.  

The notifications need to be visible in real time to enable council's to enact expediently. Notification 

data submitted by users (those who notify) needs to be clearly timestamped, uneditable (but still 

capable of additional information being inputted) by the user, this would enable use for enforcement 

and clear record keeping  
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4. Where relevant, would you use a mobile submission function or are you more likely to continue to use 

a desktop? 

As a council, a number of tasks including lodgement would remain desktop focussed primarily because 

the role of council and need to clearly see detail is better suited to a larger screen and often multiple 

screens.  

However, there is value in being able to track and add correspondence via mobile device.   

This question is more likely relevant to those who are also on site more often and would benefit from 

targeted consultation to ensure that best platform and functionality for those users is targeted.  

 

Online Submission Forms 

5. Is there benefit to simplifying the submission process so that a PlanSA login is not required? 

This is not a priority when considering other portal issues, although simplifying the process would be 

beneficial particularly for one time users. However, the applicant will still need to be able to access the 

plans, if a hardcopy fee hasn’t been paid as hardcopies will not be provided. Council needs to be able to 

communicate and for the applicant to be able to access documents. 

It is also raised that there is a risk of creating duplicates of the same person (where they have more than 

one email address) making tracking applications difficult.  Guest logins may cause issues / frustration for 

applicants, where they make multiple submissions, to find their applications easily.  Emphasis should be 

on trying making a one stop shop for an applicant to see all their applications. 

 

6. Does requiring the creation of a PlanSA login negatively impact user experience? 

This seems to be the norm, people are used to logins for different services.  People should feel that their 

data is safe with Plan SA, so authenticated logins can provide that environment.   

 

7. What challenges, if any, may result from an applicant not having a login with PlanSA? 

Further testing refinement and consultation with appropriate user groups. Potentially not having a 

profile maybe harder to track their applications and also would an applicant get their plans.  Anyone 

with the email address may be able to download or access information.  

 

Increase Relevant Authority Data Management 

8. What would be the advantages of increasing relevant authorities’ data management capabilities? 

The discussion paper speaks to process management and ensuring it is accurate e.g. description, 

application type and relevant authority being able to update without going through PlanSA. PlanSA has 

no statutory authority under current legislation to act as gatekeeper, to maintain and amend 

applications. Therefore PlanSA are acting outside of their scope.  

An issue with limiting a relevant authorities data management capabilities occurred for West Torrens, 

when the Court made a determination to issue additional days for an assessment and PlanSA took 10 
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days to reactivate, which due to the wording from the Courts eroded the council's time to undertake the 

assessment by 10 days, which is a significant flaw in the system and serves to disadvantage the relevant 

authority and applicant. 

Relevant authorities need to act nimbly to undertake concurrent assessment, the DAP limits a relevant 

authorities' ability to do this. For example, when an application is on hold, referrals cannot be 

undertaken, there is nothing in the legislation to prevent this, and the portal is limiting assessment by 

being linear rather than agile. Relevant legislation empowers the relevant authority to undertake 

multiple processes, however the DAP limits this.  

 

Data management from relevant authorities perspective also includes being able to pull metrics such as 

a dataset file of all applications approved within West Torrens to then be able to manipulate the data as 

necessary for bespoke reporting. More autonomy over DAP functionality is supported.  

More consultation with users to determine what data they need and how they want to view it is 

required. Some items for the expert panel's consideration when it comes to reporting and access to data 

include:  

 Councils are unable to report on statutory obligations (timeframes, achieving inspection practice 
direction). 

 Reporting is not set up to be used by individual officers, lack of access to the data makes it hard 
to monitor workloads 

 Post decision reporting and information which would be shared across council departments to 
assets, strategy, and waste (for example to identify private waste services) which allow for 
business planning.  Including dilapidation report of council infrastructure e.g. kerbs, Council 
cannot extract useful reports for this work to occur, being left with damaged assets and no 
recourse to identify who has caused it. The lack of data (planning centric) isn't being able to be 
used efficiently to manage council business. 
 

Appropriate access to data enables Local Government to undertake their function under the LG Act, PDI 

Act and enables data analysis on services they provide, to future plan e.g. waste, staffing requirements 

for planning/building team 

The DAP should offer "full" API Based Product Integration (open data) so that authorities and other 

relevant stakeholders can move towards business to business transactions. This will facilitate innovation 

as it will incentivise authorities to evolve their business processes and the learning can be shared across 

all stakeholders. Enabling all stakeholders to shape direction and priorities of the core DAP functionality, 

together with the full API based Product Integration the DAP could realise its full potential as a digital 

platform. 

 

9. What concerns, if any, do you have about enabling relevant authorities to ‘self-service’ changes to 

development applications in the DAP? 

A relevant authority does not present major concerns, relevant authorities did this prior to the DAP 

being implemented. Some suggestions to ensure appropriate auditing can occur include:  
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 Needs to be auditable, it needs to be visible who has made the change e.g. renaming an 
incorrectly name plan. 

 It should be restricted to certain persons (role based security permissions) e.g. what changes 
can be made and who is authorised to make those changes. An example might be that a planner 
can alter things during the planning assessment but not building. 
  

Inspection Clocks 

10. What are the advantages of introducing inspection clock functionality? 

Inspection clocks will assist council in managing inspections, in particular, Practice Direction 8 as council 

must carry out pool safety barrier inspections within 10 business days of being notified of completion. 

The inspection clocks can assist with monitoring where council decides to carry out inspection, following 

receipt of a Statement of Compliance under Practice Direction 9 within 2 business days.  

With inspection clocks, it would be beneficial where a function exists for council officers to monitor a 

countdown clock of unsatisfactory inspections. Council will send out correspondence or instructions for 

rectification/remediation to a builder/owner for action following an unsatisfactory inspection. Having 

this function, officers will be able to monitor their overdue inspections which can also be used for 

tracking/reminders.  

Generally, the reporting needs to significantly improve, inspection clocks would be inaccurate because 

the data introduced in the notifications is insufficient. Significant consultation would need to occur with 

councils to make sure functionality improvements are fit for purpose, including parameters and 

definitions to get a consistent understanding.  

 

11. What concerns, if any, would you have about clock functionality linked to inspections? 

The clock function should only be visible to the council administration. 

 

12. What, if any, impact would enabling clock functionality on inspections be likely to have on relevant 

authorities and builders? 

It would depend how the clock functionality would be setup. For example, if the tool only enables 

council's administration to see when an inspection is due, the impact would be for the relevant 

authority to mandate. Councils undertake audit inspection and inspections are chosen based on the 

matters set out under Practice Direction 9. The clock function should not be accessible to include other 

stakeholders i.e. builders/applications/owners.   

Council does not support clock functionality where all stakeholders are be able access/view the clock. 

 

Collection of lodgement fee at submission 

13. Would you be supportive of the lodgement fee being paid on application, with planning consent fees 

to follow verification? 

Case law identifies that receipt of a lodgement fee equates to the commencement of assessment, this 

would need to change. 
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Furthermore, payment of the fee would likely add additional pressure to relevant authorities on the 

basis that applicant's assume that once the fee is paid that the assessment will have commenced yet 

experience has shown 60-80% of lodgements are falling short on providing all relevant information.  

It’s possible that applicants will submit an application with the lodgement fee and minimal information 

in order to get an application lodged under the current version of the Code, particularly in advance of an 

unfavourable upcoming Code Amendment.  

 

14. What challenges, if any, would arise as a consequence of ‘locking in’ the Code provisions at 

lodgement? How could those challenges be overcome? 

A consequence of locking in Code provisions and accepting payment at lodgement is that the 

assessment clock would start immediately, without assessment staff having had any opportunity to 

review the application. If the timeframes were to commence at payment of the lodgement fee this 

would reduce time for assessment and result in an already strained process becoming more difficult to 

achieve outcomes.  

As an aside, allowing increased timeframes for assessment would likely result in improved outcomes, 

both for staff retention in local government and in built form on the ground. Staff are currently under 

enormous strain to quickly assess, resulting in sub-standard assessment in some cases and poor built 

form outcomes. Removal of the Deemed Consent would also assist in reducing this strain. 

Previously highlighted, applications are submitted without the relevant information, sitting with locked 

in Code policy could be an issues where significant policy changes have been introduced e.g. Code 

Amendment 

Another concern is that the Code can't extract the relevant provisions if the applicant has identified the 

wrong elements/ missed elements. Can only get Code extract at the time it is lodged. 

 

Combined Verification and Assessment Processes 

15. What are the current system obstacles that prevent relevant authorities from making decisions on 

DTS and Performance Assessed applications quickly? 

There are a number of current system obstacles the prevent work flow being more efficient: 

 Relevant Authorities can't open the assessment tab until the fees are paid. Why doesn't the 
portal enable that so that once fees are paid the assessment can be issued or enable pre-
population of conditions and notes whilst in abeyance of fee payment?  

 Not being able to add in or take out any elements that differ from what the applicant has applied 
for (e.g.: land division) without the application having to be withdrawn and a new application 
lodged.  The DAP portal functionality should reflect all actions the PDI Act & Regulations enable 
Relevant Authorities, applicants and referral authorities to undertake.  

 Undertaking assessment of the proposal at verification to determine the correct assessment 
pathway, whether public notification or referrals required and the relevant authority and then 
again during preparation of the assessment report is inefficient. It would be good to generate one 
(1) report in the combined verification / assessment process to start the assessment and populate 
based on submitted plans. 
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 The Plan SA website checklist: 
https://plan.sa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/685536/Fact_Sheet_-
_Development_application_checklist.pdf for development applications not correlating with 
Schedule 8 of the PDI Regulations which results in applicants not submitting plans in accordance 
with Schedule 8 and numerous iterations of plans being reviewed and submitted.  

 Schedule 8 of the PDI Regulations: 
o Being overly onerous in some instances (e.g.: If plans drawn to scale and a ratio scale is 

included a bar scale isn't necessary, nor are dimensions of windows, doors etc. as they 
can be scaled from the plans).  It is however acknowledged the relevant authority has the 
ability to waive information not required for verification. 

o Not including information to assess relevant criteria applicable to an application in other 
instances (e.g.: outbuilding accepted and DTS criteria refer to non-reflective or painted 
cladding, but Schedule 8 only refer to colours, not materials of construction). A full review 
of DTS/DPF and accepted criteria should be undertaken and Schedule 8 updated to 
correlate with the criteria with the lens of what information is necessary to determine if 
accepted criteria or DTS/DPF met? 
 

16. What would be the advantages of implementing a streamlined assessment process of this nature? 

Possible advantages would include:  

 Only (1) assessment undertaken at verification to be used for final assessment, or amended as 
relevant if amended plans received, will make the process more efficient and less time taken 
undertaking the assessment more than once.  This would only work if assessment report is 
generated at lodgement stage. 

 Efficiency, reduces double handling 
 

17. What, if any, impact would a streamlined assessment process have for non-council relevant 

authorities? 

There would be limited impacts to non-Council relevant authorities, other than for DTS applications 

which rely on information sometimes not readily available which may impact application 

timeframes.  For example DTS criteria may require the finished floor level of a development to be at 

least 300mm above the height of a 1% AEP flood event and flood level information is not available on 

the SAPPA or Council's website which creates delays in verifying and assessing the application. 

 

Automatic Issue of Decision Notification Form 

18. What are the advantages of the e-Planning system being able to automatically issue a Decision 

Notification Form? 

The generating of automatic DNF would be good, as it could help improve timeframes. This in 

association with the integration work recently approved by the Heads of Planning to stamp plans in the 

portal, rather than requiring download, stamp and upload into portal will also improve work flows. 

Opportunities to identify priority improvements to the DAP is sought for all users and particularly those 

users with financial interest.  

https://plan.sa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/685536/Fact_Sheet_-_Development_application_checklist.pdf
https://plan.sa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/685536/Fact_Sheet_-_Development_application_checklist.pdf
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19. What do you consider would be the key challenges of implementing an automatic system of this 

nature? 

Not sure. 

 

20. If this was to be implemented, should there be any limitations attached to the functionality (i.e., a 

timeframe for payment of fees or the determination will lapse)? 

A time limit for payment of fees. Perhaps consider in line with the assessment time e.g. 20 day 
assessment = 20 days to pick up credit card and provide payment. A time limit is sought, there are 
current examples where fees have remained unpaid for many months and the application is unable to 
progress.  
 
Concern is raised around potential for an alternate application and/or conflicting application being 
lodged and need to review how application in abeyance and subsequent application interact. How 
would a situation likes there be considered with an automatic system. 
 

Building Notification through PlanSA 

21. Would you be supportive of mandating building notifications be submitted through PlanSA? 

Yes supportive of mandating building notifications. These are submitted by people working in the 
industry and not the general population. The user group are a professional user group and would have 
level of understanding of this.  
 

22. What challenges, if any, would arise as a consequence of removing the ability for building notifications 

to be received by telephone or in writing to a relevant council? How could those challenges be 

overcome? 

In lieu of looking at the consequences of removing the ability of building notifications by telephone or in 

writing, we should be looking at the benefits of mandating the building notifications through the Portal. 

Similar to electronic lodgement, the front end users are accustomed to online lodgement of new 

applications, while building contractors (generally post approval) have not needed to use the portal, it is 

a new concept to submit notifications through PlanSA. Lodging building notifications directly on the 

portal is not cumbersome. Plans SA should consult with industry, to seek why building contractors are 

not willing to lodge notification on the Portal.  

One of the benefits of mandating building notifications through the Portal would be building 

notifications are invalid, unless a certificate of builders indemnity insurance is supplied, where a builder 

has been engaged to undertake the work (and not provided at the time of the Building Consent). Council 

receives enormous amount of Building Consents with building condition/s attached to the DNF requiring 

the builder to supply the indemnity insurance prior to commencement. This places a vast amount of 

work on the council administration to follow up. The onus should be on the builder/certifier to adhere 

to their condition e.g. being the relevant authority that has issued the consent, on the basis that the 

condition is met and the builder provides the indemnity certificate prior to commencement. The 

placement of this condition is beyond council's control, however the council administration has to follow 

the condition during the notification.    
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As building contractors are provided with alternatives, the challenge would be to find the reasons for 

the lack of lodging notifications on the portal and/or make changes to the system/Portal that is partially 

centred based on their feedback.  

 

23. Would this amendment provide efficiencies to relevant authorities? 

Yes, further to the previous response, another efficiency would include enabling council staff to see 

what notifications are coming whilst on the road rather than needing to look into what is being received 

e.g. a central point that is accessible online. If notification is not efficient the staff can't undertake 

efficiently. 

The Planning System Implementation review should also consider bringing this forward to a medium 

term (6-12 Months) improvement in lieu of a long term improvement for the reform options. 

 

Remove Building Consent Verification 

24. Would you be supportive of removing the requirement to verify an application for building consent? 

Administration are supportive of removing the requirements to verify a building consent application. In 

most instances, the proposed site plan, floor plan etc. has been submitted and accepted under the 

Planning Consent. The exception may be the technical specifications/information may have not be 

submitted initially at lodgement. This information can be requested from a building RFI, along with any 

other technical information that may be specific to the application. Removing the requirement to verify 

a building consent application will also remove some of the administrative burden on the council 

administration (in contrast to the planning stage).   

 

25. What challenges, if any, would arise as a consequence of removing building consent verification? How 

could those challenges be overcome? 

The challenges pf removing the building consent verification may be not all of the technical 

specification/information are submitted during the building rules assessment lodgement. An alternative 

may be to consider having a "checklist/tick box" at lodgement where applicants fill out to confirm/verify 

that the required documents has been submitted at building rules assessment lodgement.   

 

Concurrent Planning and Building Assessment 

26. What would be the implications of enabling multiple consents to be assessed at the same time? 

Some implications of enabling multiple consents to be assessed at the same time include:  

 Should there be inconsistencies between Planning and Building consents, either one of the 
consents may need to reapply i.e. a variation  It is noted under PDI Act section 57 -   (3) If an 
inconsistency exists between the Planning Rules and the Building Rules, the Building Rules prevail 
and the Planning Rules do not apply to the extent of the inconsistency 

 Building assessments are generally efficient in comparison to planning assessment/process, due 
to the assessment category for Planning Consent. I.e. public notifications, referrals to agencies 
etc. This can be an implication to the Building Consent, as Planning Consent permits additional 
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time (dependant on the assessment pathway), the consent clock differs and cannot be granted 
close to or the same time. Noting the requirements under PDI Regulations 53 - Time within 
which decision must be made, where additional time may apply to performance assessed 
developments and restricted developments.   

 It is also noted that Building Consent may require referrals to prescribed bodies, however 
preliminary discussions with referrals agencies have occurred prior and are not generally an 
issue or have time delays (as referral agencies can have set timelines to provide comments).     
 

General Comments  
Given the critical role of the DAP in the system, the Expert Panel is requested to review the governance 

and resourcing that is necessary to sustain the DAP. There appears to be an inherent limitation with the 

current governance model of PlanSA determining & progressing enhancements. While there have been 

many enhancements, acknowledging the efforts of the department to address what they can, there 

remain many more that are outstanding. As the current governance model requires all ideas to be 

funnelled through PlanSA and prioritisation of enhancements need to fit within the available resources 

and understanding of the issues by the department, the most common problems are the focus, not 

innovation. 

Furthermore, the following concerns are raised for the Expert Panel's consideration:  

 Assessment timeframes do not accurately capture when a request for information has been 
made – the DAP should accurately measure the assessment time.  

 The system does not have a robust document management system, the current approach is 
convoluted and complicated. A contemporary document management system should be 
adopted for the DAP to reduce the administrative burden for all users. This should include 
generating adhoc emails within the DAP, which should be an expectation of a contemporary 
digital solution.  

 Dashboards to monitor volumes of work are not working and cannot be readily relied upon. 
Dashboards should be provided to readily monitor and track development applications, without 
having to generate a PowerBI reports which are not reporting live data. 

 A large number of development applications are not progressing past the submit stage, as 
information has not been submitted and this is contributing to unnecessary applications in the 
system. Overdue development applications, where information has not be submitted, should be 
lapsed and applicant should relodge when ready to proceed.  
 

Lastly, West Torrens recently received feedback from a user undergoing public notification. This resident 

is currently building a new house in West Torrens and their proposal triggered public notification. 

Letters that were sent to the neighbours contain the applicant's name and current address (different to 

the development site) which lead to some of neighbours attending the applicant's house with questions 

and concerns about the house they had applied for. The applicant was upset about it and did not 

understand why their name and address had to be on the letter since the idea behind a public 

notification is that the neighbours have a chance to represent themselves during a CAP meeting. Could 

the letters sent through this process only contain instructions on how to lodge a representation, and not 

personal information of the applicant? 
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Innovation 

Automatic Assessment Checks for DTS Applications 

1. What do you consider would be the key benefits of implementing an automatic system of this nature? 

More information is needed and should also be provided to all vendors who have assessment software 

e.g. release the Code API to all vendors to enable product development to the benefit all users of these 

software. 

 

2. What do you consider would be the key challenges of implementing an automatic system of this 

nature? 

Auditing to make sure accurate 

Who is responsible for inputting code changes (Code Amendments?) 

Who is inputting the data (software vendor or PlanSA) and how is it available e.g. API  

How are the plans being read via relevant authority's software, through the portal or on premise?  

Need better concept of the vision and responsibilities of each entity 

 

3. Would you be supportive of the Government investing in developing this technology so that it may 

integrate with the e-Planning system? 

After the basics are fixed and there is general acceptance of the portal of planning and building users. 

Currently, pursuing this would be at the expense of other efficiencies and innovations that are not being 

remedied or explored. PlanSA are acting as the gatekeeper of the Portal and councils have no ability to 

see what the innovations are or flexibility to pursue their own.  

An example of how long it is taking to get relatively minor Portal enhancements (or minor from a user 
perspective) that make a big difference to the efficiency of the system for council undertaking an 
assessment. Administration wanted to add a file note, after DA was issued to help with managing 
correspondence relating to notifications, inspections, or recording further contact with the applicant or 
other people (such as comments from neighbours). The enhancement was requested via email to 
PlanSA on 24 January 2022 and enacted on 30 September 2022. 
 

3D Modelling for Development Application Tracker and Public Notification 

4. What do you consider would be the key benefits of the e-Planning system being able to display 3D 

models of proposed developments? 

This could be useful but is not a high priority. 
 

5. Do you support requiring certain development applications to provide 3D modelling in the future? If 

not, why not? If yes, what types of applications would you support being required to provide 3D 

modelling? 

There may be instances when this would be useful for example in the City, or with development of a 

certain threshold e.g. master planned areas, during code amendment to demonstrate change in building 
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height TNV, or for large industrial or commercial development when close to residential. Although it is 

worth noting that 3D models can sometimes misrepresent the details of a proposal. 

 

6. Would you be supportive of the Government investing in developing this technology so that it may 

integrate with the e-Planning system? 

These are fantastic initiatives, but should not be prioritised over more urgent or practical system 

improvements.  

 

Augmented Reality Mobile Application 

7. Would you be supportive of the Government investing in developing this technology so that it may 

integrate with the e-Planning system? 

This should not be prioritised over more urgent or practical system improvements.  

 

Accessibility through Mobile Applications 

8. Do you think there is benefit in the e-Planning system being mobile friendly, or do you think using it 

only on a computer is appropriate? 

Supportive of this but also ensuring that the e-Planning system is accessible for everyone e.g. colours, 
read text out loud etc. 
 
Also noting that not all features of the Portal will be easily used on a mobile device e.g. SAPPPA. Whilst 
on the subject of SAPPA it would be appreciated if users could turn on individual zone layers, as opposed 
to a cluster of zones that are often indiscernible due to colour selection.  
 

9. Would you be supportive of the Government investing in developing this technology so that the PlanSA 

website and the e-Planning system is functional on mobile? 

Yes, West Torrens is supportive of the ongoing and constant development of the e-Planning system.  

Where possible it should be mobile friendly, and staff should be able to assess on a tablet if needed.  

 

General Comments 
DA Lite is not in real time causing information delays.  Council does not know who has access to DA Lite 

only however they can see who has user access in the Portal so user access cannot be managed easily 

and users are being maintained on a spreadsheet. Council cannot easily manage access including limiting 

access or rescind when a person leaves council (important in instances where former staff may access 

the site externally). This needs to be further considered from a security point of view.  
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Attachments  
Attachment One: Western Adelaide Urban Heat mapping Project Report  
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Attachments 2: Parking spaces for urban places: Car parking study – Guideline for Greater Adelaide 
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Attachments 3: CEO (City of West Torrens) Letter to Minister Chapman regarding Private Proponent Code 

Amendments dated 13 July 2021 
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